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By GINA HANCOCK
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

The good news is: Women
hold 50 percent of the administrative jobs at Murray State
University.
The bad news?
The pay gap for women administrators is wider at MSU than at
any other state university.
According to the Associated
Press, the average MSU salary

for women is only 63 percent of
the average salary paid to men.
Salary averages for men and
women at MSU reflect the fact
that most of the highest administrative jobs are held by men,
said Dr. Anita Lawson, assistant
to the president for institutional
planning.
In gathering such figures, Lawson said she referred to the two
top federal government job
categories that the campus uses.

Those are executive/
administrative managerial and
professional non-faculty.
There are 221 administrative
positions within those categories
at MSU. Of those, 55 are in the
executive/administrative managerial category and 166 in the
professional non-faculty area.
Of the 55 executive positions,
39 are held by men and 16 by
women.
Women hold 90 of the profes-

Somalia factions
hold peace talks
ADDIS ABABA, Ethiopia
ference participants to end the
(AP) — Leaders of Somalia's anarchy in their famine-wracked
warring factions held talks in this
nation.
capital today aimed at ending the
"It is time to recreate the Sombloody rivalries that led to mass ali state so that it may fulfill its
starvation and a complete break- role in the community of
down of order in their land.
nations,"- the U.N. chief said.
The U.N. presence at the negoBut the prospect of anything
tiations provoked a deadly emerging
from
the
demonstration over the status of U.N.-sponsored conference talks
Ethiopia's breakaway northernwas unclear, and three faction
most province, Eritrea. Witnesses leaders stayed away.
said at least fdur people were
In Somalia, the U.N. Childshot to death and scores wounded ren's Fund pulled its last three
when Ethiopian forces fired on foreign workers out of the southstudents protesting efforts to send ern port of, Kismayu following
U.N. observers to an April the weekend murder of an agency
referendum on independence in employee.
Eritrea.
And in another hostile act
At the conference, President targeting a foreigner, a U.N.
Meles Zcnawi called on the clan peacekeeper in Mogadishu, the
leaders to implement a cease-fire, Somali capital, escaped harm
establish a national police force, Sunday night when a gun wielded
disarm gunmen and establish a by a Somali failed to fire, a U.N.
national government.
spokeswoman said. The gunU.N. Secretary-General Boutros Boutros-Ghali also urged con- • TURN TO PAGE 2

HOME AT LAST
Murray State's Racers, 32
days removed from their last
home game and padually
shaking the effects of a crushing 94-58 defeat at Saint Louis
last Monday, fed their need for
a jolt of confidence by hammering the Pikeville Bears
124-71 Saturday. Page 8

FORECAST

Muslims isolated
as talks bog down

Tonight: Cloudy and cooler
with rain ending late. Low 35
to 40. Northwest wind 10 to
15 mph. Rain chances 80 percent. Tuesday, mostly cloudy
and cooler. High 40 to 45.

KENTUCKY LAKE
355.0, -0,2; below 316.2, -0.1
BARKLEY LAKE
355.0, -0.3; below 318.6, -0.3

STACEY CROOK/Ledger & Times photo

Melanie and Roger Dawson are the parents of the first Murray-Calloway baby born in 1993. The
baby, Anna Elizabeth, was born six weeks prematurely at 6:15 p.m. Jan. 2. Dawson said she had
expected the baby to be born around Valentine's Day. Anna Elizabeth weighed 5 pounds and 3
ounces at birth and was 18 inches long: she and her father are currently at Norton Kosairs Children's Hospital in Louisville, where reports on the baby's condition are very favorable. Shown here
are Melanie (seated) with local Welcome Wagon representatives Ingeborg King and Kathryn Outland. The baby and parents will receive various gifts from local merchants.
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MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30 p.m.
Saturday are - urged to call
753-1916 and ask for the circulation department between
5:30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30-4 p.m. Saturday.
• •
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CLASSIFIEDS
To place a classified ad, call
753-1916 between 8 a.m.-5
p.m. Monday-Friday or 8
a.m.-noon Saturday and ask
for the classifieds department.
Please check rates and deadline information on the first
page df the classified ads
section.

OFFICE INFO
To reach any department of
the newspaper, call 753-1916
and specify which person or
department you wish to contact. Our regular office hours
are 8 a.m.-5 p.m. MondayFriday; 8 a.m.-noon Saturday.

44,

sional non-faculty jobs on camMSU faculty- positions tell
pus, compared to 76 men.
somewhat different story.
Of the 16 women in executive
Excluding a number of visiting
positions, the three top women on instructors, there are four diffecampus ipclude Lawson and Dr. rent faculty positions. They
Jan Weaver, dean of the college include instructor, assistant proof Education, and Dr. Viola Mill- fessor, associate professor and
er, dean of Continuing Education full professor.
and Academic Outreach.
At MSU, 14 women and 6 men
Lawson said many of the are instructors.
women holding director positions
At the assistant professor level,
have been promoteefrom within
the university.
• TURN TO PAGE 2

1993'S FIRST LOCAL MOTHER

HENDERSON, Ky. —
Authorities say they have
encountered support and sympathy for a New York truck
driver jailed on manslaugher
charges after two teen-agers
were killed in an accident
involving his truck. Page 12

LAKE STAGES

AFTERNOON — SO CENTS

Good news, bad news for MSU's females
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GENEVA (AP) — Talks on intervene on behalf of the Bosending the war in Bosnia have nian government with war jets
made little headway as Serb and could come quickly if negotiaCroat leaders endorse dividing up tions fail.
the republic into ethnic provinces
Heavy snowfall Sunday slowed
and the Muslim-led government fighting in the Bosnian capital,
resists.
Sarajevo, but also hampered
Coinciding with the second day relief efforts. A U.N. official said
of talks on Sunday was a warning thousands of elderly people will
from-4the American and French
presidents that a U.N. vote to • TURN TO PAGE 2

KENTUCKY POLITICS

Organizational session may mark new way of doing business
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer

FRANKFORT, Ky. — Since
the advent of biennial organizational sessions for the General
Assembili, a decade ago, they
have produced little of note or
importance to anyone other than
the 138 members.
That will likely change when
the session convenes at noon on
Tuesday.
Some observers think the 1993
organizational session will mark
the beginning of a fundamental
change in the way the Kentucky
legislature - does things.
"I just don't think it's going to
be business as usual," said Penny
Miller, a University of Kentucky

professor who has published one
book on the legislature and is finishing another.
There is one catalyst for whatever changes do come, and it is
code-named Boptrot. The federal
investigation of corruption in
Kentucky government that started
with the House Business Organizations and Professions Committee has thus far brought guilty
pleas from seven former legislators and a former lobbyist,
Current House Speaker Don
Blandford has pleaded innocent
to the racketeering and extortion
charges against him, but they
ended his career .as speaker, the
longest in Kentucky history.
Blandford's decision not to
seek a fifth term as speaker

prompted a scramble for Democratic leadership positions in the
House. The organizational session also will have leadership
elections among Republicans in
the House and Senate and Senate
Democrats.
Beyond the personnel and personality changes at the top in
leadership positions, Miller predicts that the corruption charges
and investigation will influence
the way legislators socialize, consider •bills, campaign and even
talk on the phone.
Miller said there will likely be
fewer private conferences with
lobbyists, telephone calls will be
documented, golfing excursions
will be curtailed and the influence of legislative leadership may

wane somewhat.
The effect will be good for
ordinary people, Miller said.
"They're going to be more
responsive to constituents than
ever before, whereas in the past,
maybe the bigger interest groups
got more of their car," Miller
said.
Departing Senate Majority
Leader Joe Wright, one of the
pioneers of the independence of
the legislature who has been
deeply insulted by revelations of
corruption in the Capitol, is
reluctant to predict what kinds of
changes there will be in the General Assembly.
"I think it would certainly
III TURN TO PAGE 2

ACS gave $17 to incumbents for every $1 to challengers
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Legislative incumbents were the
overwhelming beneficiaries of
contributions from political
action committees during the
1992 elections in Kentucky,
according to a pewspaper
analysis.
Incumbents received $17 in
PAC contributions for every $1
given to challengers in the 21
months leading up to the general
election in Kentucky, according
to the analysis published Sunday
by the Lexington Herald-Leader.
The $843,000 PACs sent to
lawmakers and their challengers
made up 58 percent of the money
going to state representatives and
32 percent of the money going to.
SCRAWL the newspaper reformed.

Lawmakers are quick to say
that they aren't beholden to PACs
and that they don't sell their
votes.
But the PAC money wins
friends and helps lobbyists gain
access to lawmakers.
"If you take your boss out to
dinner enough times, he's going
to start thinking you're a pretty
good guy," said Ray Crider, the
former state director of the AFLCIO's political arm. '
Several retiring legislators are
well aware of the power of PAC
money.
"Who's got a better chance of
passing legislation up there? It's
the PAC interests," said Rep.
Albert Jones.-D-Paducah. "They
want to own you. ... They make

the contribution, obviously, receive any more PAC money,"
thinking that if they have some Mack said. "That would indicate
legislation that they want to see to- me ... they were more interested in controlling me than helpdone, you'll support it."
"Some PACs just become too ing me get elected."
And Rep. A.G. Pritchett, Dpowerful:" said Rep. Pat
Freibert, R-Lexington. "It's hard Henderson, said: "These PACs
for (legislators) not to be behol- have a bearing on you. They got
den. They probably feel that if to. It's human nature, isn't it?
"I always feel that when you
they don't vote right, they're not
going to get those contributions accept something like that, you
next time."
sell a little of yourself."
That was the case with Rep.
These legislators are members
Louie Mack, D-Lexingtot6 When of the Task Force on Governmenhe ran for his second term, one tal Ethics, which embraced Gov.
PAC gave him money even Brereton Jones' proposal to elithough Mack assured the PAC minate political action committhat he was not necessarily going tees. Kentucky would be the first
to vote its way, he said.
state in the nation to do that.
"I voted against some of their
legislation, and I never did •TURN TO PAGE 3
4
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Moderate growth
expected in U.S.
economy in 1993
NEW YORK (AP) — The
U.S. economy will wriggle —
not leap — ahead in 1993, but
the nation will still do _better
than Japan or Germany,
according- to a survey of economists published today
The 'Wall Street Journal's
semiannual survey of 44 economists concluded that 1993
will bring moderate growth to
the U.S. economy and small
declines in unemployment.
All 44 experts predicted the
economy will be recession-free
for the next 12 months, inflation will increase just 3 percent and interest rates will
increase very slightly.
The Midwest will fare best,
the analysts told the Jourral,
with California and the Northeast trailing.
Nearly all the economists
expected the new administration to push the economy
forward.
"The great stagnation is
breaking up," according to
Robert G. Dederick, executive
vice president at Northern
Trust Co. "The Clinton expansion is moving on stage."
A stronger U.S. dollar,
coupled with moderate growth
and low inflation should be
good for the stock market,
many analysts told the Journal.
Tax-free municipal bonds
also should be good investments in 1993, according to
Richard Hoey of Dreyfus
Corp.. David M. Jones of
Aubrey G. !Allston, and many
others.
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FROM PAGE 1
But PACs are unlikely to be
killed. Although all retiring members on the panel voted to ban
PACs, all returning members
opposed the move.
Senate President Pro Tern John
"Eck" Rose, D-Winchester, does
not see PAC contributions as particularly troublesome.
Anyone who contributes to a
campaign is looking for something, whether the money comes
from a PAC or an individual,
Rose said.
"All -money that you get outside your family is from special
interests," he said. "There's just
not people 'out here giving money
for good government."
Sen. David Karem, one of the
few legislators who doesn't take
PAC contributions, 'said PAC
money comes with a specific
agenda.
But individuals' contributions
don't have such a clear purpose.
Karem said, even when the individuals belong to special interest
groups. He said if a banker gives
S200 to a candidate, the banker is
also a citizen who perhaps has
other interests, such as involvement in the Rotary Club or
Kiwanis.
Rose and Karem, D-Louisville,
said they support a limit on the
percentage of money candidates
can take from PACs. Last year,
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the Senate approved a 35 percent
limit, but the House refused to
accept it.
The groups that provide PAC
money represent a wide range of
special interests — from
optometrists to car dealers, from
utility executives to pipe fitters, •
from big companies like Ashland
Oil Inc. to teachers 'in Perry
County.
PAC officials scoff at the
notion that their money is in
effect buying votes.
"Giving a PAC check doesn't
buy you anything," said Darlene
Eakin, executive director of the
Kentucky Optometric Association. "Anyone who thinks you're
buying a vote with a PAC check
is a fool."
But some PAC officials concede their contributions help
them gain access to lawmakers
amid the hustle and bustle of a
legislative session.
"All we want is somebody to
listen to us," said Don Walker,
secretary-treasurer for the Kentucky Highway Industries PAC.
"If the legislator has received a
contribution from your PAC, I
suspect he or she is more likely
to give you a few minutes."
PACs helped incumbents go a
long way toward meeting their
financial needs. Between January
1991 and September 1992, representatives received $511,186

CANDIDATE FILES FOR CONSTABLE RACE

from PACs; senators received
$187,440. Those figures don't
include money that PACs say
they gave, but that failed to show
up on candidates' reports for a
variety of reasons.
Those figures also don't
include PAC contributions during
the final month before the
November election because the
PAC reports are not due until
Jan. 11.
"Particularly if you're an
incumbent, you tend to get PAC
contributions ... whether you ask
for them or not," said Rep. Bill
Lear, D-Lexington. Lear returned
$1,700 in unsolicited PAC contributions this year.
Even when lawmakers don't
have an opponent, they still get
bundles of PAC contributions if
they are in positions of power.
None of the five Democratic
House leaders was opposed in
1992, but together they received
more than $60,000 in PAC contributions. House Speaker Don
Blandford received more than
$24,000.

Timothy Pace of Rt. 3 Murray has filed the necessary papers to become a
candidate for the office of Calloway County Constable, District 2, in the
1993 &actions.

THREE INJURED IN WRECK

A car accident at the intersection Of U.S. 641 and Ky. 1346 left three people
injured Jan. 2. According to state police reports, Jacqueline Lee, 42, Of Dexter and Brenda Luther 29, Of Murray, collided when Lee, who was heading
west on Ky. 1346 pulled into the path of Luther, who was southbound on
U.S. 641. A passenger in the Lee vehicle, Valerie Koon, 19, and both drivers were transported to Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Lee is listed in
stable condition. Koon and Luther were treated and released According to
reports, both drivers were not wearing their safety belts.

JUVENILE CHARGED WITH SHOPLIFTING

An 11-yew-old juvenile was wrested by the Murray Police Department and
charged with shoplifting at 3:20 p.m. Jan.3 at Minit Mart on U_S. 641 North.

DOMESTIC DISPUTES ENDS WITH ARREST
Floyd

Vincent Williams, 600A Northwood Dr., was arrested Jan. 1 and
charged with fourth-degree assault following a domestic dispute, according
to police reports.

FIGHT LEADS TO ARREST OF JUVENILE

A 16-yew-old Hardin juvenile was taken into custody by the Murray Police
Department Jan. 2 and charged with alcohol intoxication and possession of
alcohol by a minor following a reported fight on the court square.

SHOPLIFTER ARRESTED

Leo Foster, G-1 Murray Manor, was arrested by the Murray Police Department and charged with theft after he allegedly concealed a carton of cigarettes at D&T Market on Dec. 31.

MAN ARRESTED AFTER CONCEALING TAPES

According to police reports Barry Winfield, 600 Poplar, was arrested and
charged with shoplifting Dec. 31 at K-Mart after employees reported he concealed a cassette tape in his coat pocket.

Some PAC officials said they
support incumbents because they
have more of a record to judge.
But Walker, of the Kentucky
Highway Industries PAC, offered
an additional reason:
"Incumbents win. ... Everybody likes to back a winner."

PIGGLY WIGGLY REPORTS THEFT

Sometime on Jan 2. $317.11 was stolen from the deli cash register at Piggly
Wiggly, according to police reports. The incident is still under investigation.

MAN ARRESTED FOR BURGLARY

Allen Shane Moore, 29, 901 Coldwater Rd., was arrested Dec. 31 and
charged with theft over $300 and third-degree burglary. The Murray Police
Department said the wrest follows an investigation of the Dec. 24 burglary
of the Tropics Tanning Salon.

STOLEN THREE-WHEELER RECOVERED

START
1993
OFF
RIGHT

Two men have been arrested and charged with theft, according to the Calloway County Sheriff's Department. Deputy Sheriff Stan Scott said John Collins, 19, of Rt. 5 Murray, and Hayden Balentine, 20, of Rt. 1 Almo, were
taken into custody Dec. 31. They have been charged with stealing a threewheeler, owned by Tim Barrett, Rt. 1 Murray, on Oct. 21, 1992. The vehicle
is valued at approximately $1,000. Detective Ronald Wisehart, with the Murray Police Department, and Kentucky State Trooper Brad Smith assisted in
the investigation.

III Good news, bad news...
FROM PAGE 1
there are 40 women and 70 men.
The number of female associate
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be concerned about," Lawson
said.
In the six colleges, the following number of women hold faculty positions: Business and Public
Affairs — eight; Education —
23; Fine Arts — 13; Humanistic
Studies — 17; Industry and Technology — 6; and Science — 13.
According to the Associated
Press, women faculty in all of
Kentucky's universities received
an average of $11,072 less than
their male colleagues.
At the University of Kentucky,
women make up less than onefifth of 1,037 faculty members.
The story also reported that
male faculty members had been
at their universities for nearly 14
years, compared to nearly nine
for women.

professors is 18, compared to 83
men.
At the full professor level,
there are 91 men and eight
women.
A faculty member must hold a
terminal degree to be named an
assistant professor. Lawson- said
that assistants usually receive the
rank of associate after five or six
years.
Once establishing distinguished service, a faculty member is promoted to full professor.
"In the past few years, we have
been hiring more and more
women at the assistant professor
level. In six years, those women
should work their way up to the
associate level.
"The numbers also show us an
area that we need to continue to
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•Somaliafactions...
powerful warlord pelted U.N.
headquarters with rocks and garbage and tore down the U.N. flag.
The demonstrators were
aligned with Gen. Mohammed
Farra Aidid, whose refusal to let
U.N. peacekeepers guard aid
shipments helped to drive the
U.S.-led mission in Somalia.
They accused the U.N. of bias.
On Thursday, Boutros-Ghali
was jeered and spat at in the
streets of Sarajevo, the besieged
Bosnian capital, when he appealed to its residents to give peace
talks more time.
Hopes for bringing Somalia's
major political players together
got a boost on Sunday when
Aidid agreed after days of waffling to send a delegation to
Addis. Ababa.
Aidid showed up for the meeting. But his arch-rival, All Mahdi
Mohamed, did not, sending a representative instead.

FROM PAGE 1
man's motives in the attack on
what was believed to be a Pakistani soldier were not known.
The talks in Addis Ababa were
being mediated by Boutros-Ghali,
whose organization will be
responsible for policing neighboring Somalia when the U.S.-led
forces of Operation Restore Hope
leave.
Bush administration officials
say they want to pull out the first
U.S. troops as early as *nth's
end, a prospect many Somalis do
not welcome.
The demonstration against
Boutros-Ghali in the Ethiopian
capital was the latest in a string
of protests against him during his
current swing through the Balkans and East Africa.
Boutros-Ghali was forced to
flee to the U.S. Marine compound in Mogadishu on Sunday
when clansmen allied with a
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die in Sarajevo this winter from
cold and lack of food.
In northern Bosnia, heavy gunfire was reported along a main
supply route for Bosnian Serbs,
who have seized two-thirds of
Bosnia in a war that has claimed
more than 17,000 lives by conservative estimate.
At the Geneva talks on Sunday, the Bosnian government's
nominal battlefield allies — the
Croats — sided with the Serbs on
a political solution to the
bloodshed.

Dobrica Cosic, president of
Serb-dominated Yugoslavia, and
President Franjo Tudjman of
Croatia agreed in closed-door
talks that the best solution for
Bosnia was essentially a confederation of three ethnic nations.
"It's clear from the talks here
so far that the Muslims will not
accept the idea," Cosic said after
the meeting. "They insist on a
solution that is against the interest of the Serbs and the Croats in
Bosnia."
Tudjman also accused the
Muslims of trying to obstruct the
talks.
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Bus carrying tourists crashes in
Yucatan; at least two dozen dead
MEXICO CITY (AP) — A bus carrying tourists to Mayan ruins
near Cancun overturned on a rain-slick road, hit an electrical pole
arid exploded, killing at least 24 people, including two Americans.
The bus was apparently speeding, police said today.
Twenty-two of the victims died at the scene of Sunday's crash
and two others later in a hospital, police said. The dead were taken
to a funeral home pending identification, but many were reported
badly burned, making identification difficult.
At least two Americans were killed and police were investigating
reports that a dozen more U.S.'Citizens had died, said Otto Van
Maerssen, the U.S. consul in the Yucatan regional capital of
Merida.
Four Canadians were believed to have died, the Canadian
Embassy said. The Canadian Press news agency put the death toll
at 28.
Eleven injured people, including four Americans, were taken to
the American Hospital in Cancun, a hospital official who refused to
give her name said in a telephone interview.
The 52 tourists had been heading from Cancun, a resort on the
Yucatan peninsula, to the ruins of Chichen Itza when the accident
occurred 25 miles west of Cancun.
Santiago Gutierrez, director of the tour company, quoted a passenger, Philip Chang, as saying the driver swerved to avoid a car
that had stopped suddenly on the highway, and hit the power pole.
The pole contained a transformer, which fell on the bus and
caused it to catch fire, he said. The bus then exploded, Canadian
Television News said.
"We got the fire out. ... We put it out twice but the diesel fuel
kept dripping and it just started bigger fires. We pulled out as many
as we could," Jerry Kubic of Canada told the Canadian network
CRC News.
Gutierrez said several of the least-injured were taken to hospitals
in Cancun by motorists who were passing by. The tourists aboard
the bus included 13 from Canada, two from Brazil, two from Japan
and three from Mexico, he said.
The bus, operated by the Caribe Vision tourist agency from the
Oasis Hotel in Cancun, apparently was speeding at the time of the
crash, Cancun police commander Ernesto Madrazo said in a televised interview today.
Van Maerssen said consular officials were in Cancun but that a
confirmed list of casualties might not be available for hours.
The hospital official said the 24 bodies had been taken to a mortuary in Cancun pending identification.
The independent Excelsior news service said many of the passengers carried no identification or that identifying documents were
burned in the fire.

Gregory K. Bazzell
Attorney At Law
Announces the opening of his

General Practice of Law
Located at:
Walnut Plaza
104 North Fifth Street
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personality."
In the House, that means
whether Joe Clarke of Danville,
make everyone much more sensitive," Wright said. "But it's one
Louis Johnson of Owensboro or
thing to be more sensitive and
Pete Worthington of Ewing is
another to be part of, or party to, elected speaker to succeed
things that are wrong."
Blandford.
Miller predicted that legislaReps. Larry Clark of Louisville
tors, especially the 19 new House
and Ramsey Morris of Hopkinsmembers and four new senators,
ville are, running for the speaker
will be less likely to automaticalpro tern position being left vacant
ly go along with their party leadby Worthington. Incumbent
ership on issues.
Majority Caucus Chairman Jody
The power that leadership
Richards of Bowling Green is
wields in the immediate future
being challenged by Mark Brown
will depend to some extent on
of Brandenburg. Floor Leader
who gets elected to those posi-- Greg Stumbo of Prestonsburg and
Whip Kenny Rapier of BardsLions, Miller said.
"I don't think we're going to
town drew ho opposition.
see a great eroding of the power
Among Republicans in the
House, Floor Leader Tom Jensen
of the leaders," Miller said. "A
lot of it depends on the of London and Caucus Chairman

CLINTON BEGINS WORK ON HEALTH CARE
WASHIKTON

— President-elect Clinton's transition team has met with
congressional aides to begin filling in details of his promised health care
system overhaul, but only the broadest outlines have been decided. Whatever Chilton eventually offers, health experts and congressional sponsors
agree the new president-will have to win broad public support to get it
through Congress. "I think he'll have to do a hell of a sales job," said
Joseph A. Califano Jr., who was secretary of Health, Education and Welfare
in the Carter administration. Demand for revamping the health care system
has never been greater, with 35 million or more Americans uninsured and
millions discontent with rising premiums and fearful their coverage could disappear with their next paycheck.

CLINTON DELAYS SUMMIT WITH YELTSIN
LITTLE

ROCK, Ark. — President-elect Clinton accepted Russian President
Boris Yeltsin's summit invitation, but said such a meeting likely won't happen -until he and Congress get started on America's problems. Clinton,
speaking after Yeltsin and President Bush signed the START II treaty in
Moscow on Sunday, said the Russian leader had asked for a meeting
"pretty soon." Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin alto had asked to meet
with Clinton. But the president-elect, talking to reporters as he prepared to
fly here from Hilton Head Island, S.C., after a vacation, reiterated that he
was determined to focus initially on the nation's economy and other domestic issues.

BUSH AT HOME AWAY FROM HOME

MOSCOW — From the stifling heat of a dirt-floor school room in Somalia to
the wintry elegance of the Kremlin's gilded halls, President Bush was at
home abroad, relishing the foreign policy triumphs of his waning presidency.
The hand that on Sunday signed a treaty with Russia drastically reducing
the world's nuclear weapons stocks had two days earlier slapped U.S. Marmeson the back for a job well done in Somalia and patted the heads of
destitute Somali orphans. The president returned to Washington just before
midnight Sunday from his 25th and final foreign trip, a 19,000-mile journey
celebrating what Bush sees as highlights of his presidency — using military
force to aid the needy and lessening the threat of nuclear war. "I think in
terms of how the administration will be looked at, I think it will be predominantly because of these successes in world affairs," Bush told a group of
Marines in Somalia at an abandoned Soviet air strip now used to fly in relief
supplies to the town of Baidoa.

Clarence Noland of -Irvine are
unopposed for new terms. Minority Whip Jim Zimmerman of
LaGrange is not seeking another
term. Running for that position
arei Danny Ford of Mount Verne& Bob Heleringer of Louisville
and Steve,,Nunn of Glasgow.
In the Senate, current Caucus
Chairman David Karem of Louisville and Benny Ray Bailey of
Hindman are running to fill
Wright's vacant floor leader job.
Nick Kafoglis of Bowling Green
is unopposed for Democratic caucus chairman.
For the first time in recent
memory, there will be no leadership contests among Senate
Republicans. Floor Leader John
Rogers of Somerset is unopposed
for another term. Tom Buford of

Accident injures fire chief
HENDRON, Ky. (AP) — The
Hendron Fire Department chief
was in stable but guarded condition after an accident on an allterrain vehicle a day earlier.
Chief Phillip D. Walker, 40,
was injured about 4:15 p.m. CST
Saturday.
McCracken County Deputy
Sheriff Chuck Geveden said
Walker and Carl Larrison of

NEAR-MISS ASTEROID TEACHES SCIENTISTS

NiCholasvilie is moving up from
whip to become caucus chairman,
a position left vacant by retiring
Sen. An Schmidt. Charlie Borders of Russell is running for
whip.

•- pa.
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The current schedule for the
organizational session calls for
the leadership elections to be
held Tuesday afternoon with the
new leaders filling committee
slots prior to adjournment on
Friday.
Retirements and resignations
have opened three committee
chairmanships in the House —
education, BOP and Agriculture
and Small Business — and two in
the Senate — Banking and Insurance and Economic Development
and Tourism.

Need Auto Insurance?
Check with us first.

Paducah were riding four-wheel
ATVs along railroad tracks..
Geveden said as the pair
started down an embankment,
Walker's four-wheeler stalled.
Larrison hooked a rope to Walker's ATV and tried to pull it back
up a steep embankment, but both
four-wheelers flipped and Walker's landed on top of him, the
deputy said.

Ross Insurance

Agency
6th & Main

753-0489

PASADENA, Calif. — When a big asteroid passed by Earth last month,
NASA scientists took what are described as.far more detailed radar images
of that kind of rock than have ever been taken before. And the images of
asteroid Toutatis today are teaching scientists new things about the kind of
object that may have killed the dinosaurs and eventually might make
humans extinct. The images are "100 times more detailed than any previous
picture of a near-Earth asteroid," astronomer Steven Ostro, of the space
agency's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, said Sunday. Asteroids are big chunks
of rock in space. Most are located in a belt between Mars and Jupiter, but
near-Earth asteroids have orbits that bring them close to Earth.

TAIWAN PURSUING MAJOR ARMS DEALS
TAIPEI,

Taiwan — After years of political isolation, Taiwan's Nationalist
Chinese government is pursuing a flurry of major arms deals despite the
easing of tensions in one of the last flashpoints left from the Cold War.
Archrival China accuses Taiwan of promoting an arms race, but Taiwan
says its purchases are for self-defense and pose no strategic threat to the
Communists on the mainland. This affluent island of 20 million people has
been acting swiftly because of its bulging bank account from booming trade,
its aging weaponry and its persistent rivalry with the mainland, even though
their relations have been improving. Taiwan notched its first major deal in
September, when President Bush lifted a decade-old ban to approve the
sale of 150 F-16 fighter jets to Taiwan. The deal with general contractor
General Dynamics Corp., valued at about $6 billion, was signed in
November.

WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD ON ANY PRESCRIPTION!
PRICES AND COUPONS IN THIS AD EFFECTIVE THROUGH

ovotlein
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s
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When protesters chanting "Save the wolf! Boycott Alaska!" were marching
in a dozen U.S. cities last month, they knew Alaskans would pay attention:
Tourism is a billion-dollar-a-year industry there. Activists of all stripes are
dusting off the time-honored tactic of the boycott, but raising it to new
heights as they target not just corporations or industries, but entire states:
.Gay and lesbian groups are boycotting Colorado, urging vacationers and
conventioneers to stay away until the state reverses an anti-gay rights
amendment passed by voters in November.
*Abortion rights supporters called boycotts in 1991 against Utah and Louisiana over those states strict abortion laws. The Greater New Orleans Tourist & Convention Commission said last March that 17 groups had canceled
meetings, costing the city $116 million in lost business.
'In Arizona, convention promoters just now are recovering from a five-year
boycott that cost the state at least $300 million in convention and tourism
business. The boycott, prompted by the state's refusal to declare a holiday
honoring civil-rights leader Martin Luther King Jr., ended last year when voters approved a King holiday.
sin Alaska, state wildlife officials planned to reduce the wolf population by
shooting more than 300 animals from helicopters — until last week, that is,
when the hunt was canceled in the face-of a tourism boycott promoted by
animal-rights groups.
Political and business leaders in all three states cried foul, saying boycotts
unfairly punish the innocent along with the guilty. The boycotters' response:
If a state wants to profit from its image as an attractive tourist destination, it
had better measure up to the values held by those who would visit. "We're
not instilling the outrage in people. We're merely channeling it," said Wayne
Pacelle, director of Fund For Animals, a leader of the Alaska boycott. "You
can't motivate people to boycott if they're not appalled by something."
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The Reliable Drugs Senior Savings card entitles everyone 60 years of age or older to receive an incredible 10% OFF EVER YINING you buy at Reliable Drug Stores every
Wednesday. That's in addition to our already low prices. And remember, Senior Citizens save 10% EVERYDAY on prescriptions. •• You can save:
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Washington Today

Ethics spotlight
shifts to Senate
By LARRY MARGASAK
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON — The hot light of ethics controversy shifts from
the House of Representatives to the Senate with the convening of the
103rd Congress.
Last year it was bad checks at the now-defunct House Bank and
laundered stamp money at the House Post Office. This year, it's assertions of sexual and financial misconduct by a handful o( senators —
with a political spying case thrown in for good measure.
Although membership of the Senate Ethics Committee still isn't set
for the new session that begins Tuesday, already the panel has:
'Inherited a preliminary inquiry into uninvited sexual advances by
Sen. Bob Packwood, R-Ore.
'Been asked by a California women's group to investigate the sexual
behavior of Sen. Daniel Inouye, D-Hawaii.
*Been urged to take a second look at the financial conduct of Sen.
Phil Gramm, R-Texas, in connection with a vacation home built for
him by a constituent.
Outside the..commiuee, Sen. Charles S. Robb, D-Va., says he
expects to be indicted and Sen. Dave Durenberger, R-Minn., acknowledges a grand jury is investigating him.
Nonetheless, one polling expert says public confidence in Congress
may be about to improve.
"There are two different things that have driven it (Congress'
image) down,"- said Humphrey Taylor, president of the polling fitm
Louis Harris and Associates. "One is scandals like the Keating Five,
the House Post Office and the House bank. The other factor has been
legislative gridlock.
"The leadership recognizes it has to restore the image and work
positively with the (Clinton) administration to get good legislation
passed. Then, they would recover some. They may get out of the basement and into the ground floor."
The Harris organization found last February that only 10 percent of
Americans responding to a survey said they had a great deal of confidence in Congress. It was the second-lowest confidence level ever
found in Harris polls.
Last fall, the organization asked Americans how they would rate the
moral and ethical standards of Congress. The result: 1 percent said
"exeellent," 18 percent "good," 50 percent "fair" and 29 percent

I

Packwood's case has dominated most of the recent ethics headlines.
At least 17 women — former staffers and associates — have accused
the 60-year-old, 24-year Senate veteran of uninvited advances that
some of them say involved kissing and touching.
The Oregon Republican has admitted the misconduct but refused to
discuss specific cases or respond to allegations by several of his
accusers that he tried to ruin their reputations.
On Sunday, The Oregonian newspaper reported that two former
members of Packwood's staff said they resigned after being ordered to
solicit campaign funds, an activity they believed was unethical and
possibly illegal while they were on he Senate payroll. Elaine Frankho, Packwood's chief of staff, denied that any fund-raising went on in
the Senate office.
In the Inouye matter, a woman has said the senator, now 68, forced
her to have sex with him 17 years ago when she was his hair stylist.
Nine other women subsequently alleged sexual abuse or harassment
by Inouye to a state legislator in Hawaii, but only two gave their
names.
The legislator has chosen not to purse the matter, but a Los Angeles
women's group has asked the ethics committee to investigate. Inouye
has denied the allegations and called them "outrageous."
Common Cause, a congressional watchdog group, has asked that the
ethics committee take a second look at a construction project at
Gramm's vacation home on Maryland's Eastern Shore.
Gramm paid only about half the cost of the S117,000.construction
project. The chairman and vice chairman of the ethics panel, in a legal
ruling, said the senator did not violate Senate girt rules — because
GraMm thought he was paying the full cost under an oral agreement
with the Texas builder.
Gramm did not inform the committee that the builder, about 11
months after the underpayment, asked the senator to contact regulators
on behalf of his failing savings and loans. Gramm did so, but contended his actions were routine for a constituent.
Robb's case has no direct ethics committee connection at the
moment. He spent six hours on Dec. 17 before a grand jury. investigating a political spying case and indicated afterward that he expects to
be indicted.
The inquiry centers on how Robb's staff obtained and leaked an
illegally recorded phone call of Virginia Gov. L. Douglas Wilder.
In the other outside case, Durenberger has said the Justice Department is considering a recommendation to indict him for improperly
seeking $4,000 in reimbursements from the Senate. The Minnesota
Republican was denounced by the Senate in July 1990 for similar
conduct.
Durenberger also has been sued by a woman who says he raped her
and fathered her son 29 years ago, long before he was a senator.
Durenberger has said that any contact was consentual and expressed a
willingness to take a blood test to prove he is not the man's father.

_Just drop us a line...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Perspectile.page by wridng letters to the editor. We

letters on a variety of topics, provided they calmly with the folvritinc
Vwriter
' guidd1is aft letters must be signed by the writer with the
s address and telephone number Winded in case verification is
necessary
numbers will nat be published). Letters should be
double-spaced if possible and thould be on topics of
typewritten
general interest. Letters most not be more than SOO words. The Murray
Ledger & Times reserves the right to condense or reject !My letter and

to limit frequent writers.
,letters should be addressed to. Letter to the Editor. Murray Ledger
Times. P.O. Box 1040. Murray. KY 42071.

Expect big names in bitter dispute
WASHINGTON — When
Congress sets about reviving the
law for special prosecutors in
alleged high-level wrongdoing,
it's going to be some show — big
names in bitter dispute over the
Iran-Contra case and President
Bush's pardons.
Senate and House hearings on
a new version of the independent
counsel law that expired Dec. 15
probably will be the forum for
the first official look at those prosecutions and the six Christmas
Eve pardons that infuriated the
special prosecutor, Lawrence E.
Walsh. Senior Republicans were
no less angry at a Walsh operation they said had become a political attack on Bush.
The special prosecutor law
dated from 1978, a postWatergate reform measure
enacted on the premise that there
is a conflict of interest in having
the Justice Department oversee
prosecutions against officials of
the same administration.
There have been 11 independent counsels, all but two of them
named to investigate cases
involving Republicans, simply
because the system was set up to
deal with the executive branch
they have controlled for 12 years.
Power shifts to the Democrats
on Jan. 20. And that would seem
to shift the political incentive for
renewal as well. Republican
opposition in the Senate barred
the extension of the independent
counsel law last fall; sponsors
said they'd be back in 1993.
A Democratic administration
would be the target of any special

PERSPECTIVE ON POLITICS

Walter Mears
Associated Press °lutanist
prosecutors in the next four
years, and that presumably will
alter GOP attitudes,
Still, Republican anger over
the six-year, $32 million IranContra case and its 1992 campaign fallout — a 1986 memo
damaging to Bush was released
the Friday before the election —
is going to be a factor in the
renewal debate.
There's talk of changing the
system to make future prosecutors accountable for their operations and subject to limits on
their spending. As the system has
operated, they are court
appointed, then independent. An
attorney general can fire a special
prosecutor for misconduct, subject to court review.
President-elect Clinton has said
he favors renewal of the independent counsel law. He also has
expressed concern at any appearance growing out of the Bush
pardons that government officials
are beyond the law.
Bush said nobody should read
that into his pardons of former
Secretary of Defense Caspar
Weinberger and five other IranContra defendants. "Nobody is
above the law," he said

Wednesday.
The president also hired a
lawyer. Walsh said after the pardons that Bush was a subject of
the investigation for failing to
turn over all of his notes. He
accused Bush of misconduct and
cover-up.
"Whether criminal or not, it
shows the ethics of the administration in a way that I could
not have demonstrated," Walsh
said in a Dec. 26 interview with
The Washington Post.
Weinberger said Walsh's accusations were scurrilous and called
the whole special prosecution
system un-American. "If he
should find some letter from
President Bush to Gov. Clinton in
four or five years, he may still be
in operation," Weinberger added
in a Monday ABC-TV interview.
"... He is ... out of control, has
operated from completely political motives and has attempted to
coerce false testimony..."
Walsh said the Weinberger
pardon completed a . six-year
cover-up and showed "that powerful people with powerful allies
can commit serious crimes in
high office ... without
consequence."

Bush said the complaint that he
believed some 'people were the
law was stupid.
That's the first installment,
with more to come. Sen, Carl
Levin, D-Mich., said the case and
the pardons would be reviewed
when he holds Senate hearings on
the independent counsel bill,
although he called that the second
best forum and said it should
have been played out in court.
He said Walsh and Weinberger
are among the witnesses his panel
will want to hear.
In addition, whatever Walsh
decides about further prosecution
efforts, he has a final report to
file when he's done; Rep. Lee
Hamilton, D-Ind., said the report
and recommendations probably
will reflect the prosecutor's anger
at Bush over the pardons.
Hamilton, who presided at the
congressional investigation of
Iran-Contra five years ago,
opposed the pardons and said
hearings on the special prosecutor
bill are the right place to review
them.
It won't make any difference.
A president's power to pardon
is absolute. In exercising it, Bush
cited precedents — but not the
most controversial of them. That
was President Ford's Watergate
pardon of Richard Nixon in 1974.
Ford appeared voluntarily before
a House committee to defend it
that fall.
That's a precedent Bush is not
likely to pursue, although Levin
said he would be offered an
opportunity to testify if he wants.

'BUT I ONL/ PARDONED 1144SE PEOPLE, TO DE.MoNSTIATE HOW CoMikeTELY
OUT-OF-TOUCH I REALLY PM.''

The special interest status symbol
FRANKFORT, Ky. — There
may be a special session of the
General Assembly starting the
week after next to take up ethics
legislation.
Then again, maybe not.
There may be a special session
on health care this year.
Then again, maybe not.
There may be special sessions
on state park bonds, education
technology, charitable gaming,
Jefferson County Sheriff Jim
Greene, child sexual abuse and
even one legislator's quixotic
endeavor to change the word
"handicapped" to "disabled"
throughout the statutes with a
191-page bill.
Then again, maybe not.
Having your very own special
session, it seems, will be the special interest status symbol of
1993.
A case can be made for the
need to call the legislature to
Frankfort for a specal session on
any one of the topics previously
mentioned. By the same token, an
equally reasonable argument can
be made that those topics can
wait until 1994, when the legislature has to return to the Capitol.
But is there any reasonable
argument for having individual
special sestions for each topic, or
even more than one special Session to take up the whole pile of
them?
Only Gov. Brereton Jones has
the authority to summon the

•

Mark R. Chellgren
An. Associated Press News Analysts
legislature to Frankfort for a special session:
It was Jones who started this
whole special session folderol
when he said the 1992 regular
session should delay consideration of health care, even though
Sen. Benny Ray Bailey had a
proposal that was as comprehensive as anything Jones is likely to
get passed.
Jones says health care must be
considered by itself. But his reasoning is confusing.
On the one hand, he has worried aloud about the likelihood
that health care, with its huge
financial implications and broad
public appeal. would be subjected
to improper influence by special
interests if it is taken up at the
same time other matters are
considered.
Given the revelations in the
past nine months of the depth and
breadth of corruption and simple
sloth within the legislative process, that opinion-may be wellfounded. And is there any worse
indictment of the General
Assembly than to say it cannot

withstand pressure from special
interests while dealing with controversial legislation in a regular
session?
But Jones has also refused to
summon legislators to Frankfort
to take up the matter of a bill to
set new ethical rules for conduct
in government.
Thus, while Jones has raised
the possibility of multiple sessions, he has also failed to act.
Special sessions are expensive
animals — upwards of $40,000
per day. As demonstrated in previous sessions on specific subjects — workers' compensation
and even education — the individual committees involved hold
hearings while everybody else in
the legislature stands around with
nothing to do.
If Jones .follows through on
what he has said, he could duplicate the absurd feat of former
Gov. A.B. "Happy" Chandler,
who kept the legislature a virtual
hostage in 1956 by calling four
consecutive special sessions that
lasted uninterrupted from Feb. 27
to April 27.

(Chandler is the undisputed
king of special sessions among
Kentucky governors. He even
called one when he was lieutenant governor. During his first
term, he called.six of them,
including a similar stunt of three
consecutive ones lasting 70 days
in 1936 — longer than a regular
session is allowed to last under
the constitution.)
-Gov. Wallace Wilkinson holds
the latter day record for length of
a single special session — 40
days — in 1991. And that session
provides perhaps the best comparison with the current clamor to
drag lawmakers to Frankfort.
By the time that session ended
on Feb. 22, Wilkinson had placed
17 items on the agenda. They
ranged from drunken driving
legislation to the impeachment of
Agriculture Commissioner Ward
"Butch" Burnette. Some of the
topics were even more ridiculous
than any Jones „is considering.
Thejdea floated by then-Attorney
General Fred Cowan to punish
gasoline dealers who were trying
to make a quick buck off the Gulf
War never, even found a legislative sponsor.
If you can have a special session with 17 topics, why have a
session du jour on only one or
two? On the other hand, if holding a special session to a few topics will force the legislature to
act more openly and responsibly,
it could be money well-spent.
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Student winnners chosen for
county conservation contest

Glenn Timmons had the winning poster in the Conservation Poster Contest for Calloway County. He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Tom Timmons. Pictured with Timmons are, left, Kent Barnes,
principal at Southwest Elementary. Jane Cothran, school coordinator for the contest, and Gail Turner, fifth grade teacher.

Red beans could be
new state cash crop
Could red beans be a profitable
new cash crop for Kentucky farmers who want to diversify?
Could be.
Dick Roberts, Extension horticulturist with the University of
Kentucky College of Agriculture,
said an Extension marketing specialist from Purdue University
learned of a demand for about
35,000 acres of a small, red bean
in the midwestern region which
includes Kentucky for a special
chili bean pack.
So Roberts and his cohorts at
the College of Agriculture started
an experiment to see if a newly
developed variety of a small, red
bean would grow well here and
produce high yields.
Roberts acquired 20 pounds of
bean seeds of the new variety
from England where it was developed and began the UK
experiment.
Results after the first year look
promising.
"We hand planted those beans
at the University's South Farm in
Lexington. It looks like there is
potential. We've got over 500
pounds of seed now. We'd like to
test the beans on a larger basis

US will
donate food
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
United States will donate $19
million worth of corn to Latvia
and $3 million worth of raw peanuts to Russia as part of the
USDA's Food for Progress program, the agency said.
Some 200,000 metric tons of
corn are to go to Latvia, on Russia's northwest border between
Lithuania and Estonia. It will be
sold by the Latvian government
to help the development of -private sector institutions and
markets.

Daniel Arnett and Glenn Thomas Timmons, students at Calloway County Middle School and
Southwest Elementary School
were the district winners in the
Calloway County Conservation
Essay and Poster contest
respectively.
The7winning essay and poster
have b&n submitted for the state
championiship in Louisville. The
essay contest was sponsored by
the Louisville Courier-Journal,
Kentucky Association of Conservation District, Kentucky Department of Education and the Calloway County Conservation
District.
First place essay school winners were: Daniel Arnett, CCMS
and MacRae Coleman, CCHS.
Second place essay school winners were: Christy Rob Parrish,
CCHS and Billy Gene McCuiston, CCMS.
Third place essay school winners were: Jeannie Kay Erkman,
CCHS and Whitney Ellen Coleman, CCMS.
First place poster school winners were: Elizabeth Rochelle
Leggett, Murray Elementary:
Wesley Jetton Hart, Murray
Middle; Chris Jones, Calloway
Middle; Glenn Thomas Timmons,
Southwest Elementary:. Joey
McDaniel, North Elementary; and
Jessica Ann Cunningham, East

next year with a cooperator
farmer."
Robersralso sent about a kilogram of the new red beans to a
processor who will test to see if
the beans maintain their firmness
after canning.
"If his results look promising, I
would suggest we use the bean
seeds we have to try on a
commercial-farm scale," Roberts
said.
Because those results aren't in
yet, it's too early to make plans ' WASHINGTON
(AP) —
to grow those 35,000 acres right Today's weed
card become
now, he said. But further research tomorrow's
"designer green" if
is certainly warranted.
the newly discovered nutritional
"Our initial study indicates that value of a
plant called purslane
farming techniques do make a big catches
,the fancy of healthdifference. We tried five different conscious
Americans.
treatments to determine the best
The _crop-crowding plant grows
method. One was significantly all over the United States, even in
better than the others."
poor soils with little water, and
The best treatment, he said, its seeds have been found to surwas to use double rows 12 inches vive for 40 years.
apart with 36 inches between
Although it has been the bane
double rows. This amounted to of farmers everywhere for. years,
36 square inches per., plant. _
- the bepartment of Agriculture
"We received a yield of 5,276 said recently that new research
pounds per acre. That's almost has proved purslane to be richer
three times the 1,875 pounds we than spinach in many nutrients.
"got in a treatment with single
Of the roughly 200 species of
rows 36 inches apart," he said. purslane, at least one contains
more alpha-linolenic acid — one
of a group of fatty acids believed
to reduce hert disease and essential in cell-building — than any
other green leafy vegetable.

Subscribe!

Purslane contains 10 times
more alpha-linolenic acid and six
times more vitamin E than
spinach.
The USDA notes that people in
Europe and other parts of the
world have been eating purslane
for years, either cutting it up in
salads or cooking it.

di

Daniel Arnett, center, had the winning essay in the
Conservation
Essay Contest. He is the son of Harold Arnett and Ronnie
Arnett
Blevins. Pictured with Arnett is, left, seventh grade
teacher Mac
Coleman, and Marilyn Willis, Calloway County Middle School
principal.
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The more than 1,600 metric
tons of peanuts are to be sold by
the Russian government to the
country's confectionary industry
for processing. The proceeds will
be used by the Russian Commission for International Humanitarian and Technical Assistance to
pay for projects to be determined
later.
-^

The donations are being made
under the USDA's Food for Progress Program, part of a $250 million food relief package
announced by Secretary of Agriculture Edward Madigan in September. Under the program, the
USDA provides confmodities to
needy countries to encourage
agricultural reform.
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Elementary.
Second place school winners
were: Trey& Jeffrey Anderson,
Murray Elementary; Cassandra
Dianne McNutt, Murray Middle;
Elizabeth Allen, CCMS; Brooks
Alison Lencki, Southwest
Elementary; Daniel I. Matheny,
North Elementary; Bobbi Maire
Dolchan, East Elementary.
Third place school winners
were: Megan Leigh Black, Murray Elementary; Courtney Challyis Mann, MMS; Wesley James,
CCMS; Stephanie Craig, Southwest Elementary; Carla Michelle
Black, North Elementary; Kalista
Nicole Cunningham, East
Elementary School.
There were a total of 205
essays written and a total of
1,854 posters written. The
schools with the highest number
of entries in the poster contest
were North, East and Southwest
schools with 100 percent
participation.
Awards will be presented to
the first place school winners and
to the first place school winners
and to the county winners at the
Calloway County Conservation
District's Annual Awards Dinner
to be held on Feb. 25 at the
Seven Seas Restaurant.
Second and .thirdplace wiyners
will receive recognition in their
schools after the awards dinner.

Weed could become
new health food

-•
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Story Hours cancelled
JO'S DATEBOOK

Sandy Linn, youth services director for Calloway County Public
Library, said there will be no Story Hours on Jan. 5, 6. 12 and 13
because of the library being closed for inventory.
The library will reopen Monday, Jan. 18. Story Hours will resume
Jan. 19.
Story Hours are book-centered enrichment programs designed for
children between the ages of 3 to 7. A special shortened version is
Parents and Twos. Programs are held Tuesdays and Wednesdays with
Parents and Twos from 9:30 to 10 a.m. and Story Hours from 10:30 to
11:30 a.m.
Both programs are held in the Library Meeting Room. Interested
persons may call the library at 753-2288 for more information.

Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
Best wishes to Phillip Morris who is a patient at Vanderbilt University Hospital, Nashville, Tenn. He recently received a kidney transplant from his sister, Anna Collins of Benton. He was able to be home
for Christmas, but had to go back to the hospital for more treatment. 6.
Morris is employed by the City of Murray. He and his wife, the former Jackie Watson, reside on Penny-Airport Road with their son, Justin. Another son, Scouy and his wife, reside in Calloway County.

Epiphany Service at St. John's
The Feast of the Epiphany will be celebrated Wednesday, Jan. 6, at St.
John's Episcopal Church. This will begin with the Holy Eucharist at 5:15
p.m. A potluck supper with Epiphany cake will follow. This observance commemorates the visit of the Wise'Men after the birth of Jesus and marks the
end' of the Christmas season. The public is inited to attend.

Band Boosters will meet Tuesday
Calloway County Band Boosters will meet Tuesday, Jan. 5, at 5:30 p.m.
at Sirloin Stockade. All members and parents are urged to attend, according
to Dudley Burton, president of the boosters.

First Baptist plans meetings

Crystal Wilson
I

elf

Former Murray girl
is winner of events

SHIPLEY IS MEMBER — Dan Shipley, center, of Murray was
recently introduced as the newest member of Campbellsville College's Board of Trustees. He and his father-in-law, Owen Billington, right, also of Murray, attended the trustees and former trustees kick-off luncheon for the VISION 2000 capital campaign Dec.
11 at the college. Billington, a former trustee, and Shipley were
talking with Lawrence Hall, a trustee from Elizabethtown.

As a multiple winner in three
regional All American Girl
Pageants and in the 1992 All
American Girl Kentucky State
Pageant, Crystal Wilson
advanced to the 1992 All American Girl National Beauty Pageant
finals held in White Plains, N.Y.
The pageant was judged by
ny well-knowmangers, performers, TV stars, choreographers,
talent scouts and former state and
national beauty winners.
Contestants were present from
all over the nation, and Wilson
competed with girls, 8 to 12
years of age, many of whom are
presently working as professional
models and actresses.
Wilson's wins included the
1992 National Most Photogenic,
the Best Dressed All American
Informal National Beauty, the All
American National Talent Winner, the Best Dressed All American National Model and the Most

MURRAY TODAY
MIAMI INDIAN
BINGO
715 E. Broadway Mayfleld
Every Saturday 41 Monday
DOORS OPEN 5:30 P.M. GAME STARTS 7:00 P.M.
Early Birds At 5:30
* Call About Weekly Specials *
=kr

247-8537

Beautiful Eyes National Award.
Following her week of competitions in New York, Wilson
returned to Somerset and participated in the annual Somerfest
Beauty Pageant where she was
crowned as "Little Miss Somerfest," receiving numerous
awards.
Wilson then reigned over a
week of Somerfest activities
attended by thousands. As "Little
Miss Somerfest," Crystal was
featured in the annual PUlaski
County-Somerset Holiday Parade.
Wilson, formerly of Murray, is
the eight-year-old daughter of the
late William Charles Wilson, who
resided at 1810 Westwood, Murray, until his death in early 1989.
She is a third grade student of
Southern Elementary, Missy's
Lake Cumberland Baton and
Gymnastics, and The Dance
Company.

Bethany Thompson will
be named in publication
•)
Bethany Ann Thompson is one
of seven Murray State University
seniors from Murray who are
among 41 MSU students named
to the 1993 edition of Who's
Who Among Students in American Universities and Colleges.
Thompson is the daughter of
Dr. John and Carol Thompson of
Murray.
She is an elementary education
major with an emphasis in the
fine arts and humanities at Murray State. After graduating, she

stS
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Kappas will meet Tuesday
' '\•-•
Kappa Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Tuesday, Jan. 5, at
6:30 p.m. at the club house.'Taking A Cruise" will be the theme of the program to be presented by Vacation Station. Hostesses will be Dana Billington,
Debbie Carter, Karen Jackson and Pam Shay.

Genealogical Society will not meet
Calloway County Genealogical Society will not have its regular meeting
on Tuesday, Jan. 5. The next meeting will be Tuesday, Feb. 2, at 4 p.m. in
the Calloway County Public Library, according to Margaret Cavitt, president.

SPGUMW meeting is tonight

-

The United Methodist Women of South Pleasant Grove United Methodist
Church will meet tonight (Monday) at 7 p.m. Donna Whitfield will present the
pledge program. Hostesses will be Brenda Erwin and Ola Mae Brandon.

Singles (SOS) plan meeting
The Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Tuesday, Jan. 5, at 7
p.m. at Chamber of Commerce building. Glen Brown, former SOS member,
news director for WPSD, will present a program. He will show clips of bloopers occuring during the filming of the Channel 6 news. This also dues night
for members at the SOS meeting. SOS is a nonprofit, nondenominational
support and social group for single adults, whether always single, separated, divorced or widowed. The purpose of the group is to provide positive
social interaction and support. All singles are invited and encouraged to
attend. For more information call Pamela at 753-7638 or Jeanne at
753-0224.

Singles Too will meet tonight
Singles Too will meet tonight (Monday) at 7 p.m. at Louie's Steak House
on North 12th Street, Murray. Members are asked to note the change in
meeting place. Connie Alexander, columnist of Murray Ledger IS Times, will
be the gueskspeaker. This is a support group for all single men and women
that have ne4er been married, are separated, divorced or widowed. For
more information call Celia, 753-6078, Sandy, 753-0817, or Beverly,
435-4228.

Free checks given Tuesday
Free blood pressure checks, will be given Tuesday, Jan. 5, from noon to 2
p.m. at Murray Seventh-day Adventist Church, South 15th and Sycamore
Streets. This is a free service of the church and the public is invited, a
church member said.

MCWC Committee will meet
The Executive Committee of Murray Christian Women's Club will meet
Tuesday, Jan. 5, at 9:30 a.m. at the home of Sherry Edwards, 524 Broad
St., Murray. Melva Cooper, chairman, urges all members to attend.

United Methodist Women will meet
First United Methodist Church Women will meet Tuesday, Jan. 5. Dr. Jerry Jeffords, pastor, will present a program on *Share God's Love — Dare to
Care at 10:15 a.m. at the church. The Waters-Doran Circle will be in
charge. A social hour will be from 10 to 10:15 a.m. The Executive Board will
meet at 9 a.m.

Camera Club meeting tonight
Murray-Calloway County Camera Club will meet tonight (Monday) at 7
p.m. This meeting will be at the home of Robert Crenshaw, 1702 College
Farm Rd., Murray. Members are asked to note the change in meeting place.
Visitors are welcome to attend. The club will display photograph of members
all during the month of February at the Calloway County Public Library.

Starting Sat., Jan. 2nd 9:00 a.m. and Ending Mon., Jan. 4th 6:00 p.m.

FINAL MARKDOWN

First Baptist Church WMU will have a general meeting on Tuesday, Jan.
5, at 9:30 a.m. in the chapel of the church. The Lottie Moon Circle will be in
charge of the program. Also on Tuesday the Dorothy Group will meet at 11
a.m. with Estelle Gray, Kathleen Jones Group will meet at 2 p.m. with
Louise Swann and Bea Walker Group will meet at 7 p.m. with Mary Ann
Pavlick. Today (Monday) the Lottie Moon Circle met at 11 a.m. at Holiday
Inn, and the Betty Sledd Group will meet tonight at 7 p.m. with Paula Alcott.

Bethany Ann Thompson
plans to become an elementary
school teacher.
Thompson is a membe-A, of
Omicron Delta Kappa and A_Ipha
Chi honor societies, Theta Chi
Delta sorority, Association for
Childhood Education International and Student Alumni
Asociation.
She is a member of the Baptist
Student Union and Murray
Christian Fellowship, and is president of Gamma Beta Phi honor
society, historian for Kappa Delta
Pi education honorary association
and management team member of
National Education Association.
Thompson has attended several
training conferences, including
the International Reading Association Southeast Regional Conference, Project Wild Environmental
Workshop and Environmental
Education Training Weekend. She has been awarded a Ruble
E. Smith Academic Scholarship.
With a 3.88 grade-point average,
she is a MSU Dean's List
student.

Subscribe!

Bible College plans registration

.

Mid-Continent Baptist Bible College of Mayfield will begin its 43rd spring
semester with registration on Wednesday, Jan. 6, and 'Thursday, Jan. 7,
from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Classes will begin on Monday, Jan. 1 MidContinent is accredited by the Southern Association of Colleges and
Schools to award the degrees of Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Religious
Eduction. A minor in psychology is available. Any interested persons
should call the Registrar's office at 1-247-8521 to obtain further information.

Civitan meeting on Thursday
Murray Civitan Club will have its first meeting of 1993 on Thursday, Jan.
7, at 7 p.m. at Homeplace Restaurant. Guest speakers will be coaches for
the Lady Racer Basketball and Volleyball teams at Murray State University.
Civitan President Wayne Williams urges all Civitans to be present to greet
Brenda Bowlin and Kelly Breazealle and welcomes interested guests to
attend the meeting and find out more about Civitan.

Family YMCA plans programs
The Family YMCA of Murray has special programs planned for 1993,
according to Francis Ray, director. These include Low Impact Aerobics,
Step Aerobics, 50+ Fitness, Evening Aquatics, 50+ Aquatics, Co-ed Volleyball, YMCA Basketball League, and After School Goodtimes Program. The
YMCA office is located on the bottom level of Weeks Community Center.
Ruth Ann Outland is'secretary for Mrs. Ray. The YMCA is an agency of the
United Way. Any persons interested in enrolling in any of these programs
are asked to caN 759-YMCA.

Jackson Purchase ASQC will meet
The Jackson Purchase Section of the American Society for Quality Control will be Thursday, Jan. 14, at the Plumley Company, Paris, Tenn. Robert
Sledd from Plumley Companies will be the featured speaker. His topic will
be *Nissian Model Line Activity Process.' The meeting will start with dinner
at 6:30 p.m. with the program to follow at 7:30 p.m. ASOC members are
encouraged to attend, and visitors and guests are always welcome. For
reservations or additional information, contact John WaNace at General Tire,
Mayfield, phone 1-251-2248, or Alison Elder at Plumley Companies, Paris,
Tenn., phone 1-901-642-5582. Reservations should be made no later than
Tuesday, Jan. 12.
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CALENDAR
Monday, Jae. 4
Single Too/7 p.m./Homeplace
Family Restaurant, Coldwater
Road. Info/Celia, 753-6078, Sandy, 753-0817, or - Beverly,
435-4228.
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and
Accepted Masons/7:30 p.m./lodge
hall.

Tuesday, Jan. 5
Murray Optimist Club/6:30
p.m./Homeplace Restaurant
Kentucky-Barkley Bass n'
Gals/7 p.m/Public Library.
Coffee Break at Martin's Chapel
United Methodist Church/9:30
A.M.

First Presbyterian Church
events include Pre-School/9
a.m.-noon; Women's luncheon/
11:30 a.m.; Bible "Trot"
Clails/7:01 p.m.

DONATION MADE — Murray Lodge No. 728 of Woodmen of the
World recently made a donation to help with the re-dedication of
the Buford Hurt Woodmen Building. Pictured, from left, are
Roberta Ward. president, Jean Bird, Debbie Settle and Joann
Simmons, members of the Committee from Lodge 728.

Bingo/Water Valley Volunteer
Fire Department/6:30 p.m./Water
Valley Community Center.

Weeks Center/open 9 a.m.-4
p.m./for senior citizens'
activities.

Christian and Missionary
Alliance Bible Study/7
p.m./Weaks Community Center.

Alcoholics Anonymous/open
meeting/8 p.m./American Legion
Hall, South Sixth and Maple
Streets, Murray.

AA and Al-Anon closed discussion meeting/8 p.m./American
Legion Building, South Sixth and
Maple Streets. Info/753-8136 or
435-4314.

Glendale Road Church of Christ
events include Ladies' Bible
Study/9:30 a.m.

First Baptist Church events
include Louie Moore Group/11
a.m. at Holiday Inn and Betty
Sledd Group/7 p.m. at home of
Paula Alcott.
Murray High School events
include Girls Basketball at Lone
Oak and Freshmen at Marshall
County High School/6 p.m.
Calloway County Public Library
is closed for inventory. Book
drop is open.
Christian Singles Group/7
p.m./Glendale Road Church of
Christ. Info/Richard/759-9994 or
Joan, 759-1345.
Lady Racer Basketball game
with Evansville/7 p.m./Murray
State University Racer Arena.
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./Education Unit of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Tuesday, Jan. 5
Calloway County Public Library
is closed for inVentory. Book
drop is open.

Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital/
Community
Puryear
Center/8:30-11:30 a.m. and Rainey's Grocery at Jones Mills/1-3
p.m.

Dorothy
McKenzie
Group meets
Bette Taylor opened her home
for the December meeting of
Dorothy McKenzie Circle of First
Presbyterian Church Women.
Presenting the program on the
4:Study of James" was Doris
Long.
Gloria McLaughlin gave the
devotion.
A Chinese auction and gift
exchange was held.
A report on the completion of
the yearly sewing project was
presented by Louise Baker.
The next meeting will be Monday, Jan. 11, at 1:30 p.m. at the
home of Mary Vidmer.

SENIOR AWARDS — Senior cheerleaders at Calloway County
High School received awards recently at a banquet. Pictured, from
left, Tobie Mays. Tammy florgarding, Amy Hosford, Robin Dick
and Amy Torsak. Not pictured is Tyra Gamble.

SERVICE NEWS
NAVY SENIOR CHIEF
PETTY OFFICER TERRY 1..
ELKINS, son of Pat W. and
Jackie Elkins of Rt. 8, Murray,
recently arrived off the coast of
Somalia with Commander,
Cruiser-Destroyer Group 1-i‘c,
San Diego, Calif., embarked
aboard the aircraft carrier USS
Kitty Hak in support oi the
relief effort, Operation Restore
Hope.
The commander and his stall
direct the activities of the battle
group.
Forward deployed to the Western Pacific and Indian Ocean
since early November, the USS
Kitty Hawk (CV 63) battle group
relieved the USS Ranger (CV 61)

battle group off Somalia. This is
the Kitty Hawk's first deployment since completing a fouryear overhaul in December 1991,
extending its service life by 15
years.
Operation Restore . Hope is a
textbook example• of -the Navy
and Marine Corps team exercising their traditional expeditionary
roles. On short notice, Naval
Expeditionary Forces are poised
to respond to crises in distant
lands, from the Sea.
During this deployment, Elkins
has visited Hong Kong and
Singapore.
A 1972 graduate of Murray
High School, he joined the Navy
in November 1972.
PVT. MICHAEL S. FORESTER has completed basic training at Fort Jackson, Columbia,
S.C.
During the training, Forester
received instruction in drill and
ceremonies, weapons, map reading, tactics, military courtesy,
military justice, first aid, and
Array history and traditions.
A 1991 graduate of Graves
County High School, Forester is
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Danny
K. Forester of Rt.:-\3_, Mayfield.

The Museum of the American
Quilter's Society will host an
African-American Quilters Forum
on Saturday, Jan. 16, at MAQS,
Paducah.
This will be to initate the
celebration of Martin Luther
King Day on Monday, Jan. 18,
and the kick-off of the city-wide
Black History Month
celebrations.
The forum will be free of
charge and will include presentations by nationally known figures
in the African-American quilting
community, hands-on demonstrations by these experts u well as
presentations by regional
African-American quilters.
The forum will begin on Saturday at 9 a.m. with a presentation
by Roland Freeman, curator of
the exhibition currently at
MAQS, "More Than Just Something to Keep You Warm:
African-American Quilters and
Their Stories."
Freeman who will also be the
moderator of the forum, will discuss his 17 years of research on
African-American quilters and
provide an update on the More
than Just Something to Keep You
Warm National Quilt Project.
.He is an internationally known
documentary photographer who
has worked for the last 17 years
with the Smithsonian Instituticall
American Folklife Festival.
Freeman, inspired by stories
quilters told him and the rich aesthetic process involved in quiltmaking, he designed nine of his
own quilts, seven for the Columbus Quincenterary. These quilts
celebrate the struggles of

Two newborns, dismissals
listed in report on Dec. 31
Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Thursday,
Dec. 31, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Bruce baby boy, mother, Tonya
Bruce, 3120 Riley Hollow Rd., Cadiz;
Cmela baby boy, mother, Nancy
Edmonson, 1520 Unton Rd., Cadiz.
Dismissals
Mrs. Linda S. Pendel, At. 1, Box
250, Fancy Farm; Ryan Carter, Rt 1,
Box 75AA, Puryear, Tenn..
Mrs. Elaine Elberton, P.O. Box 871,
Murray; Michael Steven Mott, E-6
Coach Estates, Murray;
Martin Winkowski, 809 North 18th
St., Murray; Mrs. Josephine A. Morris,
1404 Vine St., Murray;

Mrs. Beatrice B. Hughes, 309 South
13th St., Murray; Robert Waters, Rt. 4,
Box 24, Murray;
Clifton E. Jones, At. 4, Box 190,
Murray; Kenneth Chesney, Rt. 4, Box
420-A, Paris, Tenn.;
Charles Dungan, 30 Hillcrest Dr.,
Paris, Tenn.; Miss Kimberly Kay Alexander and baby girl, At. 1, Box 10,
Gilbertsvilje;
Mrs. Tammy Jo Merrell and baby
girl, Rt 2, Box 168, Murray; Miss Edith
Thom, P.O. Box 128, Dexter:

SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

TUMBLE MEET — Pictured are students wlit participated in the "Winter Tumble Meet" held at
Murray State University. The event was hosted by Lyndia Cochran Gymnastics of Murray. Teams
were from Connie Smith, Murray, Lisa Darnell, Benton, and Cochran's. Ninety students took part in
the event. The meet was well received by a large group of parents and friends, and all said they are
looking to a "Valentine Tumble," according to Lyndia Cochran.

1-800-432-9346
REsouRcis
KEN TUC% Y C.0047 FOR MAIM

FREE

$30

Get Your
FULL SPINAL

VALUE

EXAMINATION

NO OBLIGATION • NOTHING TO PAY

You may have one of these 16
DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES:
1. Low Back Pain
2. Headaches
3. Shoulder Pain
4. Arthritis

5.
6.
7.
8.

Dizziness
Sore Elbows
Neck Pain
Indigestion

9. Numb Hands
10. Bursitis
11. Pain Down Legs
12. Muscle Spasms

13.
14.
15.
16.

Numb Fingers
Hip Pain
Tight Muscles
Aching Feet

FiliI) OUT NOW whether careful, professional chiropractic care can relieve your aches
and pains.
This examination normally costs $30.00 or more. It will include a chiropractic orthopedic test, a
chiropractic neurological test,a blood pressure test, a spinal alignment check,an examination
for restricted or excess motion in the spine, a test for muscle strength and a phvade
consultation with the doctor to discuss the results.

Dr. Dennis L. Hoskin, D.C.
This entire examination is FREE.
If you want more care and treatment,
we do all the paperwork.

GREAT PERM SALE

20% OFF

ARMEE

HESKETT CHIROPRACTIC CENTER
CALL NOW.
BRING THIS COUPON
I
WITH YOU.
am moo moo mom omm mom mom mom mom mom moo omm mom mom mom mom mom mom mom mom mom mom mom mom mmo mom mom mom mom mom mom II

759-1116

•

ALL PERMS AND BELAXERS

DISCLAIMER:OUR OFFICE POUCY PROTECTS YOU:"THE PATENT NC ANY OTHER PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR PAYMENT HAS A RIGHT TO REFUSE TO PAY.CANCEL PAYMENT OR BE
REIMBURSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY OTHER SERVICES. EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT WHICH S PERFORMED AS A RESULT OF ANO WITHIN 72 HOURS OF RESPONDING TO THE
ADVERTISEMENT FOR THE FREE SERVICE EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT.'

301 N. 12th Street
(at UnIversIty Square)
Murray, Ky. 42071

African-Americans.
Also speaking in the forum's
morning session will bke Dr. Carolyn Mazloomi, executive director of the International Women of
Color Quilters Networkd. She
will offer an overview of the history of the network as well as her
own experiences with
quiltmak ing.
At 1 p.m. Dr. Raymond
Dobard, associate professor of art
at Howard University, will speak
on his research on quilting patterns relating to African American history.
Both Dr. Mazloomi and Dr.
Dobard have work on display in
the African -American exhibition
at MAQS.
Shirley Grear, a master quilter,
lecturer and member of' the International Women of Color Quilters Network, will talk about her
career as a quilter and how it has
influenced her life.
Two regional quilters will also
share their experiences and the
impact quiltmaking has had in the
history of the families.
From 3 to 4:30 p.m. Dr. Mazloomi, Dr. Dobard and Ms. Grear
will offer a workshop session and
informal discussion to provide an
opportunity for hands-on experience for audience participants.
The African-American Quilters
Forum is sponsored by the Group
for Culture Documentation, Inc.,
with additional support from the
Rotary Club of Paductih, the
Paducah Hospitality Association,
Grace Episcopal Church,
N.A.A.C.P., Pamper, Inc., Eastern Star, Friends of Delta and
Links, Inc.

111k.Olv.
,

Willis Sanders, At. 1, Box 248, Murray; Mrs. Michelle Lee Dunigan and
baby girl, Rt. 2, Box 15, Calvert City,
MTS. DOTS Stowers and baby girt,
Rt. 8. Box 1122, Murray; Mrs. Tishe
Krezinski and baby girl. At. 6, Box
219-A, Paris, Tenn.

RENTER S
For the things
you own
when you don't
own the house
Protect your
personal property
oteclitaby
from liability
SMI.1.11./t INSURANCL COMPANItS
Mame 00.4. COumbm MO 65/18

Nereid "Jeer Romaine
lleariesd In KY & TN
750-1033 or 753-0073
401 S. 12111St."- Mum
Welratways be there for you.92
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Pikeville perfect remedy for Racers
•

7:41

11,4

••

•
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Murray State picks up No. 4
124-71 on record-setting day

Ford shoots
Wildcats past
No. 4 Indiana

By STEVE PARKER
Murray Lodger & Mass Sports Calor

By MIKE EMBRY
AP Sports Writer

MURRAY 81'. 124, PIKEVILLE 71
PIKEVILLE 514)
Kama 1424 4, rope GO 0-0 O. Maar 0-1 40
0. Canard 44 04 12. Tbampsaa 741 44 22.
Maas'0404 Cl. Robaristo 1414?.Aram 6-22
1-2 15, Peoria 1-4 42 2, Hops 04 04 0, Pow
24 3-47. ram 1-1 04 2. Tatar 23-76 1543
71.
NUOMATSi. isdo)
Tagus 47 24 12. OMNI 4-0 0-0 10. S.000 6-11
54 11, NSW 24 2-2 & %Woos 416 7-10 21, Hord
342.23. Way 0-4040. Caroms
Duns'
542412. Also 0-154411.SA%44045.
0-3040. Ames
3-4 0-2 S. Huai 2-4 0-2 & Par 04
06
Tarr
WOO 24-35 12t
14•1111ma-tarray St. Si. PlItortr 42. 3-aolal
10-36 Mow 41. Walker 0-1,
1:=111411.
7kampasa 4-16, Flabsersa 04. Mr2-101. rums St 422 tOrma 2-4. Sam 0-2,
Taller 0-1. Selby 04, Genoa 1-3. Alas 44 Hum
1-1). Faded M.-Cambia. Thasgros. PosIaltt.
Frees liabauntr-Pharls fflisapass. Pam
53
111. Allelne-Pbsual Otawrioe
tAlm/
6), Mow st Mots 4 Tart lour-Mkates 24,
Murray St IS. Tschalesis-PlIumille trandi.
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The smell of home cooking
and the ill-timed arrival of the
Pikeville Bears into Racer Arena
gave the Murray State Racers an
appetite for destruction Saturday
afternoon.
Murray, 32 days removed from
their last home game and gradually shaking the effects of a
crushing 94-58 defeat at Saint
Louis last Monday, fed their need
for a jolt of confidence by hammering the Bears 124-71.
"Everybody needs games like played well for 25 minutes, but
this," Racer head coach Scott then the records started falling.
Edgar said from his vaguely
Murray's 124 points was the
familiar team room at Racer Are- most ever by a Racer team,
na. "It's hard to gain confidence eclipsing the 122 mark set in
when you're splitting and fight- 1970 against Federal City. The
ing for your life on the road. It's school's blocked shot record of
hard for individuals to get confi- 10 also fell, as the Racers
dence when they're not getting rejected 11 Bear attempts.
playing time."
"We've got to send out a mesEvery Racer but Bo Walden sage that 1993 is going to be no
played at least six minutes on different than 1992 in Racer AreSaturday. Six Racers scored in na," the second-year Racer coach
double figures, led by Jerry Wil- said.
son's 21 points. Frank Allen
Pikeville head coach Rick
chipped in 18 and freshman Mar- Scruggs didn't want apologies for
cus Brown had 17.
Pikeville, an NAIA school, II TURN TO PAGE 9

STEVE PARKER/Ledger & Times photo

Freshman guard Kenneth Taylor picks up a loose ball and heads down floor for one of the Racers'
many fastbreak baskets in Saturday's 124-71 win over Pikeville.

PRO FOOTBALL

NFL's Greatest Comeback

Reich brings Bills back for OT win
By BARRY WILNER
AP Sports Mlritsr
ORCHARD PARK, N.Y. (AP)- The greatest comeback in NFL history was no big deal for Frank Reich. He's
done this kind of thing before.
With no Jim Kelly knd no Thurman Thomas, and in a
32-point hole, the Buffalo Bills turned to their miracle
man. Reich, who engineered the biggest rally in college
history in 1984 while at Maryland, hit Andre Reed with
three touchdown passes and Don Beebe widrone. Then
Steve Christie kicked a 32-yard field goal 3:06 into overtime to win it 41-38 Sunday.
Did he think back to that college game in the Orange
Bowl?
"Many times," said Reich, who was 21 for 34 for 289
yards against Houston. "As a football player, you gear
your mind to not thinking in terms of how far behind you
are. We're so geared to the game not being over until the

final whistle blows."
But coming back from a 35-3 deficit ,in the postseason
playoffs? Not even the man who signs the paychecks
would predict that.
"You never expect a team to come back and win from
that score," Bills owner Ralph Wilson said. "If you say
you do, that's ridiculous."
The ridiculous happened when Christie connected three
plays after Nate Odomes' overtime interception and a
I5-yard facemask penalty on Haywood Jeffires. And it
capped a remarkable day of football.
"Being down 35-3 and Frank bringing us back," Christie said. "to even have the opportunity to go out and kick it
is unbelievable."
Al Del Greco had kicked a 26-yard field goal with 12
seconds remaining to force overtime.
Rcich, a backup for his eight NFL seasons, connected
with Reed for 17 yards and the go-ahead score with 3:08 to
go. That set off wild celebrations on a Bills' sideline. But

Warren Moon, rediscovering the precision that brought
four first-half scoring passes, led the Oilers 63 yards to
Del Greco's tying kick.
'I've never seen momentum change like that in my
life," said Moon, who was 36 for 50 for 371 yards and
four touchdowns."We had control of this ballgamc like no
other team has had control of the ballgame."
The two-time defending AFC champion 'Bills, down
28-3 at halftime, fell behind even further when Bubba
McDowell intercepted a tipped pass and went 58 yards for
a touchdown 1:41 into the third quarter. It appeared over.
It just about was -for Houston, which was in the playoffs for the sixth successive year, the longest current NFL
streak: The Oilers could do little after going ahead up
35-3. Moon, unstoppable in the first half, was stymied by
the Bills, who went to their regular defense rather than
using the six defensive back set that was overwhelmed in

LOUISVILLE, Ky. - Only
one victory away from the
600th in his career, Indiana
coach Bob Knight didn't have
Kentucky's number.
Travis Ford hit two free
throws with nine seconds left,
and Indiana's Damon Bailey
missed a game-tying 3-point
shot before the final horn, as
No. 3 Kentucky posted an
81-78 victory Sunday in the
nationally televised game.
Knight, who is 599-211 in his
22nd season, now must wait
until Wednesday night against
Iowa for his next chance to
reach the coaching milestone.
"We would have been honored," Kentucky coach Rick
Pitino said of being the
Knight's 600th win. "He's a
great coach and he has been
great for college basketball. But
I'm glad we won."
Indiana (11-2) appeared on
its way to victory before a
record crowd of 20,060 in Freedom Hall when Matt Nover
made one of two free throws for
a 72-68 lead with 3:55 remaining in the game.
But Kentucky (9-0), which
had squandered an eight-point
lead in the second half, rallied
behind the 3-point shooting of
Ford and Jamal Mashburn in
the final minutes.
"Nineteen out of 20 games,
when the momentum swings
like that, it's hard to get it
back," Pitino said of his team's
mild comeback. "You usually
lose it. At no point did our guys
get rattled. We executed perfectly at the end."
Ford, who finished with a
career-high 29 points, hit a
3-pointer from the corner to
slice the margin to one point,
and after Indiana's Alan Henderson was called,for traveling
in the lane, Ford drilled a 3
from the left wing for a 74-72
lead with 2:45 to go..
Nover then worked inside for
a layup, but Mashburn came
back for a 3-pointer from the
left side to give Kentucky a
77-74 lead at 2:02.
Indiana's Greg Graham cut
II TURN TO PAGE 9

II TURN TO,PAGE 9

Eagles resolve problems, win 36-20 Cheaney-led Tigers
By RICK WARNER
AP Football Writer
NEW ORLEANS (AP)- The
Philadelphia Eagles put their
postseason problems behind them
and set up a rubber match with
,their most hated rival. The New
Orleiiis Saints added to their
playoff woes with a fourthquarter flop that left them wondering if they aren't cursed.
Trailing 20-10 and looking like
a beaten team, the Eagles staged
a remarkable rally Sunday in the
Superdome. They scored 26
points during an 8% -minute span
in the final period to defeat New
Orleans 36-20 for their first playoff win since their 1980 Super
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EARLY SURRENDER
CHARGES

Bowl season.
The Eagles snapped a fivegame postseason losing streak
and advanced to the second round
in Dallas, where they'll play the
Cowboys for the third time this
season. The bitter foes split their
regular-season games.
"We've had a reputation of
choking, but we didn't choke
today," said Philadelphia's Fred
Barnett., who caught two touchdown passes from Randall
Cunningham.
"When we got behind; everybody reached down inside and
came up with something extra.
We just decided we weren't
going to lose this game?'
The Saints are now 0-4 in the
playoffs and remain ths only
NFL team never to win a postseason game. The latest loss left cornerback Vince Buck searching
for ad explanation.
"Is it a Louisiana voodoo
curse?" he said. "It isn't anyone
t on this team. To have the lead
like *e did and then lose, there is
no words for it."
Many Saints fans were speechless after watching their team
build a 20-7 lead in the third

FARM
BUREAU

quarter, then blow it.
New Orleans appeared in command after scoring on a 1-yard
run by Craig Heyward, two field
goals by Morten Andersen and a
7-yard pass from Bobby Hebert
to Quinn Early.
Then the Eagles' big-play
defense took over.
Cornerback Eric Allen sparked
the comeback with an interception that •set up Roger Ruzek's
40-yard field goal with a minute
left in the third quarter.
After Barnett's leaping 35-yard
TD reception early in the fourth
period made it 20-17, linebacker
Seth Joyner immediately picked
off another Hebert pass and the
Eagles went in for the go-ahead
touchdown - a 6-yaikd run by
Heath Sherman.
The Eagles increased their lead
to 26-20 when Reggie White sacked Hebert for a safety, and the
ensuing free kick gave Philadelphia good field position that led
to another field goal.
Allen added an insurance
touchdown, intercepting at the
Saints' 18 and returning it all the
way.
The Saints' defense, one of the

FORMAL WEAR
HEADQUARTERS
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The Eagles, who were 11-5 in
the regular season, also scored 15
more points than any of the
Saints' previous opponents. But
that wasn't entirely the defense's
fault, Since Philadelphia converted three interceptions into 17
points and the Eagles' defense
scored two points on White's
safety.
Now it's on to Dallas for a
grudge match with the Cowboy's.
The Eagles drubbed the visiting
Cowboys 31-7 in a Monday night
game in October, but Dallas got
revenge four weeks later with a
20-10 win at Texas Stadium.
"Wc're ready' for Dallas,"
Sherman said. "It's a personal
thing. We don't like them and
they don't like us."

battle back for win
free throws with the Tigers
leading 49-48 to provide the
winning margin.
Cheaney, a 6-4 sophomore,
PRINCETON - Depth and
conditiorring paid big dividends also scored 21 points in the
Saturday for the, Murray High Tigers' loss to Ohio County in
Tigers, as a relentless press the Hancock County Tournabrought them from behind to ment on Dec. 26.
"We've moved him inside
defeat Caldwell County 51-48.•
"Our pressure in the fourth and he's playing more on the
quarter really helped us," Mur- baseline," Miller said. "He's
ray head coach Cary Miller doing a good job posting up and
said. "We were able to play we're doing a good job of getmore people and it showed. We ting him the ball."
Chris Allen also scored 11
also got a lot of turnovers in the
for the Tigers. Murray was
fourth quarter."
Murray trailed by 12 with 10-of-15 from the free throw
four minutes, 46 seconds line while Caldwell was
remaining but turned steals into 6-of- 18.
quick points and took advantage
Murray is now 2-6 on the
of Caldwell's 3-of-11 free season, but 1-0 in 1993. Their
throw shooting in the fourth to next game is Friday at Fulton
take the win.
County.
Chris Cheaney, who led all
"I thought we'd start playing
scorers with 21 points, scored better at the first of the year and
eight points in the fourth. James
we'll have to down there,"
Foster, picking up 11 in the
Miller explained. "If they're not
game, scored seven in the the best team in the First Regfourth. The sophomore hit two ion, they're one of the best."
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times

7534563

Installation
and Service

YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR PRICES
"We Also Do Window Tinting."

A & A AUTO
RENTAL
•Daily & Weekly Rentals
'Clean, Dependable Cars
'fall Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales

Olympic Plaza
Murray
753-1300

NFL's best, was forced to back
up for one of the few times this
season.
Barnett became the first receiver to get 100 yards against the
Saints this season, gaining 102 on
four catches. And Sherman ran
21 times for 105 yards, five more
than New Orleans `usually gives
up to an entire team.

Labgtcy

East Main St.
753-4461
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CALLOWAY FOOTBALL

Lady Racers lose two on the road, play at home tonight
Staff Aomori
Murray Ledger & Times

HATTIESBURG, Miss. — A
three-point exhibition by Grambling State's Marilyn Robinson
kept Murray State from winning
its frist game of the season, as
the Lady Racers lost 89-80 in the
consolation game of the Southern
Mississippi Lady Eagle Classic
Saturday.
Robinson hit eight of 10 three-

pointers in the second half,
including six bombs in a Grambling 26-13 run that broke a 54
tie. Robinson hit nine threepointers for the game to .finish
with a game-high 29 points.
Senior-center Mechelle Shelton
had a career night for the Lady
Racers, scoring a career-high 25
points, grabbing 12 rebounds and
making the all-tournament team.
Shelton.4so became the Lady
Racer's Ortime leader in blocked

shots with 74 career blocks. Shelton passes former - Lady Racer
Angie Waldon, who finished her
career with 73 blocks.
The Lady Racers finally got
balanced scoring in the tournament, placing four players in
double figures. Sophomore Kristie Habcrer scored a career-high
17 points, while junior forward
Melissa Shelton hit three of five
three -pointers and finished with
14 points. Junior guard Jennifer
PaPker added 13.

The Lady Racers outrebounded
Grambling 52-44 .but hurt themselves from the free throw line,
hitting only 12 of 23.
In the first-round game, the
Lady Racers lost to host Southern
Mississippi 91-59. Parker and
Melissa Shelton paced MSU with
12 points each. Mechelle Shelton
finished with II-.
The Lady Racers fall to 0-6
and will, host Evansville tonight
at 7 p.m.

a

Rypien, Redskins pull it together just in the nick
of time to defeat Vikings, 49ers are next on the list
By RICHARD KEIL
AP Spoils Writer

Calloway County High School honored its senior foothill players at
the team's awards banquet. They are:(front row,from left) Chris Garland, Kevin Spangler, Jeremy Grogan, Matt Dennis, Tim Young,
(middle) Hathanaef Bazzelf, Matt Garrison, Tony Bullock, Mike Herndon, Jamey McDaniel,(back) Ronnie Baldwin, Doug Bell, Justin Phillips and Aaron Colson.
FOOTBALL

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) —
Memo to the San Francisco
49ers: No matter what you really
think, tell anyone who asks that
the 1992 Washington Redskins
are the best team that ever
played.
The Minnesota Vikings did just
the opposite last week, and now
they're watching the rest of the
playoffs on television after talking about how they didn't fear

Alabama won its first national championship in 13 years Saturday, finishing on top of The Associated Press poll for the sixth time after beating
then-No. 1 Miami 34-13 in the Sugar Bowl on Friday night.
Florida State (11-1) finished second, followed by Miami (11-1), Notre
Dame (10-1-1), Michigan (9-0-3), Syracuse (10-2), Texas A&M (12-1),
Georgia (10-2), Stanford (10-3) and Florida (9-4).

the defending Super Bowl
champions.
For the first time all season,
the Redskins put together a solid
game on offense, defense and
special teams. The result was a
24-7 thrashing of the Vikings in a
wild card game that sets up a
divisional playoff on Saturday in
San Francisco.
But in the end, it may not matter so much what the 49ers have
to say, because the same prognosticators who picked a Minnesota
victory are unlikely to see the

•Pikeville perfect remedy...
FROM PAGE 8
the mauling his team took.
"It will help us," the Bears
coach said. "I also hope it helps
Murray State get kick-started.
This won't phase our kids a bit.
In fact, they already asked it they
can come back next year."
Antoine Teague, a 6-11 junior,
turned away nine shots to break
MSU's single-game blocked shot
mark of six previously held Jeff
Martin (1987) and Danny Jarrett
('76).
In addition to the nine rejections in 17 minutes of action,
Teague scored a career-high 12
points on 5-of-7 shooting and
pulled down eight boards.
"The fact that the -tallest guy
they had was 6-5 had something
to do with it," Teague humbly
said when informed of his recordsetting afternoon. "We have 20
games left and I hope I can break
my own record against better
competition and then it can be a
record I can be proud of."

ry

"If he's active, he can block a
lot shots against anybody in the
country," Edgar said. "He may
have goal-tended a few, but at
least he was going for the ball."
Teague brought his season total of blocked shots to 21. The
single-season record is held by
Mike Lahm, who rejected 43 in
the 1984-85 season.
"We don't see anybody like
that," Scruggs said of Teague.
"And that's good; once is enough
for me."
Pikeville used the three-point
line to counter the Racers' size
and quickness. They led once,
16-15, but Teague followed an
Allen miss with a follow-up dunk
to give the Racers the lead for
good. They led 57-42 at the half.
Pikeville was 7-for-21 from
three-point in the first half for 63
percent.
"At times in the first half, we
played hard and we played
good," Edgar commented. "But
they played- hard the whole first

half."
Jody Thompson, who spent one
season at the University of Kentucky, led Pikeville with 22
points on four three-pointers.
Murray State, now 4-5, turned
up the heat in the second half and
out-scored Pikeville (8-8) 67-29,
despite shooting 19 percent halfway through the second half.
"At some point their athletic
ability took over," Scruggs said.
"Six or seven minutes into the
second half they really started to
take over. You look down their
bench and they've got six or
seven guys that would start for
us."
While the final six minutes of
the game was filled with highflying dunks, the Racers also
pulled down 68 rebounds. Wilson
led the way with 11, marking his
second-straight double-double in
points and rebounds.
Edgar. was encouraged by his
team's play on the boards and on
the blocks, particularly since that

has been a weakness in previous
games.
"We look like a pro team when
we walk through an airport
one 6-11 and three 6-8's — 'out
rebounding is not about size," the
coach pointed out. "It's about
quickness and desire. If ,all our
players develop, we're going to
be the team that everybody
expects us to he.
"We were so ,good at the end
of last year that everybody, and
me to, expected us to: pick up
right where we left off," the
coach added. "But this is only the
second time in this building and
we're still learning each other."
Murray heads back on the road
tonight for a game at the University of Mississippi; a member of
the Southeastern Conference. Led
by senior Joe Harvell's 15,7
points per game, the Rebes Are
3-3 on the season.
Following the Ole Miss game,
Murray State opens Ohio Valley
Conference-pi-ay—al
y.

•

II Ford shoots Wildcats...
FROM PAGE 8
the margin to one with a lane
jumper. Mashburn countered for
Kentucky with a driving layup
for a 79-76 advantage with 49
seconds to go.
Henderson's layup with 16.1
seconds left kept alive Indiana's
hopes for a victory, but Ford's
two free throws seven seconds
later provided the winning
cushion for Kentucky.
"I thought without a question
the key in the game was Ford,"

said Knight. "He did a good
job of hanging onto the ball and
getting the shots and making
them. The kid did about as good
a job as a kid can do on the
perimeter."
Mashburn, who had a sevenpoint performance against St.
John's on Wednesday, bounced
back with 29 points, eight
rebounds and four assists.
"It was the kind of ballgame
that one or two plays decided
the game," said Knight. "We

had a couple of opportunities on
the defensive end than on offensive end where we had to make
a couple of big plays."
. Kentucky outscored the Hoosiers 48-18 from 3-point range
as Ford made seven of 12 and
Mashburn six of 12 long
jumpers.
"Travis and I always want to
shoot," said Mashburn. "We'll
take as many as we can."
Despite the difference, Indiana contributed to its loss by

missing 18 of 36 free-throw
attempts. Kentucky made nine
of 17.
Indiana also got superlativq.
efforts from Nover and Calbert
Cheaney, each scoring 29
points.
"I thought our inside did a
good job," Knight said. "We
did what we wanted to. do. I
thought 'We were able to exploir.some things, but it goes back to
- Ford and the play of the
perimeter."

II Reich brings Bills back...
officials.
A 24-yard kick by Houston's
Greg Montgomery, the NFL's
leading punter, helped set up
Reich's 25-yard TD pass to Reed,
who had eight receptions for 136
yards. Jones' interception led to
an 18-yarder to Reed, making it,
shockingly, 35-31.
And, for Reich, it stirred those
memories of his leading Maryland to a 42-40 victory over
Miami in 1984 after the Terrapins

REB lARD

"See

me

for all your family insurance needs."

305 N. 12th
(Next to Century

21)

State Farm Insurance companies
Horne Office: Bloomington, Illinois

Like a good neighbor, State Farm Is There

Jane Rogers 753-9627
PRO FOOTBALL

PRO BASKE[BALL

First Round
Saturday, Jan. 2
Washington 24, lAnnosoia 7
San Dino 17 Kansas City 0
Sunday, Jan. 3
Beata 41, Houston 38. OT
PNIadelphia 16 Now Otlaans 20
Divisional Playoffs
Saturday, Jan. 9
SAW at Pettitturyt.. 12 30 pm
eishington at San Francisco. 4 pm
Sunday. Jan. 10
PhiladolpNa at Dallas, 12:30 pm
San Diego at tAarn, 4 pm
Conference Championships
Sunday, Jan. 17
ThI64T end Silos 'IBA
Ruffalo-Pelsburgh winner vs Si, Dego-Miami
MOW
Washington -San Ftancisco winner vs
Philadepnia Dallas rennet
Super Bowl
Sunday, Jan. 31
Al Rapidan*, Cant
AFC Champion vs MC Champion
Pro Bowl
Sunday, Feb. 7
At Honolulu

COLLEGE BASKETBALL
EAST
Northeastern 69. Siena 60
St Josaphi 71. Temple 66
SOUTH
Clemson 80. Furman 72.
Kentucky 81. Indiana 78
Msassippi SI 77. Auburn 71
NC Curios. 95. Davidson 57
Southern Ails 78. SW tours:ens 69
MIDWEST
Missouri 99. NC -Ashsvills 56
SOUTHWEST
N Iowa 75. Tulsa 66
FAR WEST
Calilouva 84, Oasis South.)
,69
81 'San Diego St 0'

EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W L
New York
• 18 10
his Jersey
16 .13
&Wed°
13 12
Boston
1) 17
920
W
Pni
al‘ad
N•
rtria
8 18
Mem
8 19
- Central Division
Chicago
22 7
Ciavaland
18 12
Odeon
15 12
ChatOn•
15 13
Miwautas
13 15
Indiana
• 13 16
Ahanta
• 12 16
WESTERN CONFERENCE
misserst Division
WI
khan
19 8
San Antonio
15 12
Houston
14 13
Denver
7 20
lAnneaota
6 19
Dallas
2 13
Pacific Division
Photos,
21 •5
saan4
19
Portland
18 9
Golden State
16 13
LA Gilman
16 13
LA Lake('
15 13
Sacramento
11 16
Saturday's Games
LA Clippors 98. Noy von. 97 OT
Washington 130. Miami 93
Detroit 98. Orlando 97
chadors' Ill, Nevi Jersey 1l7
Clevoiand 106 LA Leaps 91
Mfivauke• 106 Atlanta 91
liAnnesote 103 Callas 71
Chicago 109 Indiana 100
Utah 110. Portland 10?
Seams 108, Denver 104
Sarlamanto- 154 P/Clarhiph-a 911 Solclivn State 113 Houston 107
Sunday's Games
Boston 120, LA C.ppers I':
San Antonio 114 Phoenix 113 OT
Mieaukes 1061 LA Leiters 101
Poruand 103 Ho,slon 101 0'

Pct.
643
552
520
433
310
308
296

GO
2'4
3'4
6
9'4
9
90,

759
600 4-4
556 6
536 66
464 4'6
448 9
429 9:4
GB704
556 4
519 5
259 12
240 12
080 16
806
704
21,
667
37.
552 64
552 67.
7
536
407 104

305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21) 753-9627
trailed 31-0.
The undermanned Bills
couldn't cope with the perfection
of Houston's run-and-shoot
attack, which also hurt them in a
27-3 loss at Houston last week
that set up this game.
Moon was 19 for 22 for 215
yards in the first half. Houston
twice went 80 yards and twice
drove 67 yards for its first-half

scores behind Moon, thc .AFC's
highest-rated passer.
The previous biggest NFL
comeback came in 1980, when
the 49ers were down 35-7 to New
Orleans and won 38-35. San
Francisco was ai the wrong end
of the previous biggest playoff
comeback, when Detroit rallied
from down 27-7-to win 31-27 in
1957.

Lady Racer Basketball

Continuous
Aluminum Gutters
(Conanarciai & Realdends1)

FREE ESTIMATES

Call
753-7020

Brothers' Foreign Auto
23 Years Foreign Auto Repair Experience
Mike Brothers - Master Technician

753-0791

1990 Ford F-150 Conversion Van
Handicap Equipped
Twin air, 5.8 litre engine, electric windows & door locks, cruise
tontrol & tilt wheel, AWFM radio & cassette stereo, 12 C.D.
changer, new tires, 25,600 miles, electric brakes, electric swivel
driver seat, electric wheelchair lift & many more options.

• F'n

-V

Ail GUTTERS

NOW OPEN!

404 N. 4th St.

a playoff record of 42:43 in- possession time: The ground game
must work — look for plenty of
carries by Brian Mitchell, Saturday's hero -- and Mark Rypien
being able to hit big passes when
he has the chance..
The detense will also have to
play as well as it did against the
Vikings.
Williams will he expected to
help shore up a run defense that,
despite holding Minnesota's Terry Allen to 48 yards, had shown
signs of weakness in recent
weeks. If. the Redskius are to
hold Ricky
Walters to less than
•
100 yards, Willi:111IS likely will
be a big reason w

Jane Rogers Insurance

FROM PAGE 8
the first half.
Buffalo was undaunted despite
being undermanned. Kelly was
out with a knee injury; Thomas
left in the third period with a hip
problem; star linebacker Cornelius Bennett and starting cornerback Kirby Jackson were,, out
with hamstring woes. Still, the
Bills stormed back.
Buffalo scored a playoff-record
28 points in the third quarter,
helped by a key interception by
All-Pro safety Henry Jones.
Special teams also had a critical contribution when Christie
recovered an on-side kick after
Buffalo's first TD on Ken Davis'
2-yard run.
But it was the offense that provided the most thrills.
Reich, looking more and more
like Kelly as the comeback progressed, found Beebe for a 38-yard
score just 56 seconds after Davis'
TD. Beebe stepped out of bounds
early,in his pattern, but the violation was not caught by the

Redskins beating the 14-2 49ers.
Loach Joe Gibbs, who has
repeatedly said that leading last
year's storybook 17-2 NFL
championship season was like
taking a magic carpet ride, almost
seems to value his 1992 team
more.
But enough of the intangibles.
Washington will need all of them
to win next week, and also plenty
of good fortune on the field.
For starters, they will need to
keep the ball out of the hands of
San Francisco quarterback Steve
Young as much as possible. The.
hest way to do that is to fry to
hold the ball like they did against
Minnesota, Where the offense set

Murray Native, Jennifer Parker

Carroll Mazda-Nissan

Lady Racers vs. Evansville
Tonight
7:00 p.m., Racer Arena

800 Chestnut • Murray • 753-8850

"Tickets Available at the Door"

_
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Cruise ship
sets sail again

Obituaries
Joe Pat Lamb

NEW YORK (AP) - The
Queen Elizabeth 2 is off on its
first world cruise since running
aground off Massachusetts and
gashing its hull in August.
"I wouldn't travel any other
way," said M. Ruth Smith, a
woman from Sydney, Australia,
who was en route to Los Angeles.
About 300 passengers were
taking the full 104-day world
voyage, at prices ranging from
$28,905 per person for the cheapest double cabin to $498,625 for
a luxury duplex apartment.
Others paid less to take parts of
the -cruise, which left port
Sunday.
The 93.-foot ship struck submerged rocks last August while
traveling from Martha's Vineyard, Mass., to New York. No one
was injured; all 1,815 passengers
were evacuated.
Cunard Line, the ship's owner,
canceled nine transatlantic
voyages and two cruises while a
74-foot gash in the hull was
repaired in a German shipyard.
The ship, which also underwent a
$7 million facelift, resumed
trans-Atlantic service last fall.

Joe Pat Lamb, 70, Rt. 2, Hazel.
died Saturday at 1:40 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. His death followed an
extended illness.
He was a well known auctioneer in Western Kentucky and
attended First Baptist Church,
Murray. He was an Army veteran
of 'World War 11.
Born Aug. 5, 1922, in Calloway County, he was the son of
the late H. Shirley Lamb and Lillie McDougal Lamb.

James
Cecil Wynns

TIRES•TIRES•TIRES
*New and Used *Lowest Prices!
*FREE Mount and Computer Balance
Owners Gerrald Boyd and Ronnie Melon

WAREHOUSE
400 Industrial Rd.
753-1111
TIRE

•NADU IN TN,U.S.A.

CEIM113=1313121=.
•

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET GEO, INC.
1992 Chevrolet

James Cecil Wynns, 74, of
Nashville, Tenn., formerly of
Murray, 'died there Sunday.
Survivors include one son, Larry Wynns, and two grandsons,
Justin Wynns and Eric Wynns,
Nashville.
The funeral will be Tuesday at
11 a.m. in the chapel of Cole and
Garrett Funeral Home, Goodlettsvile, Tenn. David Gregory will
officiate.
Graveside rites will be Tuesday at 3:30 p.m. at Murray City
Cemetery. John Dale will
officiate.
.Friends may call f‘m 2:30 to
3:30 p.m. Tuesday at Miller Funeral Home_ of _Murray.

#40158

•

4
,

DOVER, Del. (AP) - The
state's new governor wasn't even
on the November ballot. Of
course, he won't be in office for
long either.
Dale E. Wolf, lieutenant governor since 1989, will fill the top
job for 16%2 days - between
outgoing Gov. Michael N. Castle

753-2617

Hwy. 641 South, Murray
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1st Quality Stainmaster Carpet....Starting at
•

Selected Rolls Carpeting
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Tree fire
kills *children

WELCH, W.Va. (AP) - A
Christmas tree fell against a kerosene heater, igniting a fire that
killed two children, authorities
said.
Jasmine Horton, 2, and her
10-month-old sister, Shenique
Horton, died late Saturday when
they were trapped in a den by the
flames, fire Chief John Ingole
and his elected successor, Tho- said Sunday.
mas R. Carper.
The children's mother, Kiston
Republican Wolf, 68, took the + Horton, 22, was hospitalized in
oath on Sunday - twice in fact. criticial condition with burns
Once shortly after midnight, then over 90 percent of her body, a
later before 150 friends and nursing supervisor at the Univerelected officials at the state sity of Cincinnati Medical Center
house.
said.
Castle, a Republican who was
Her companion, Thomas Vinbarred from seeking a third term,
eyard,
28, was in fair condition
was elected to Congress in
with burns to his hands and back
November. He resigned effective
of his head, Ingole said.
midnight Saturday and will be
Vineyard told authorities he
sworn in Tuesday in Washington.
tried
to drag the burning tree to
Carper, a Democrat who had
the
front
door. As a result, the
been Delaware's sole congressflames
blocked
him from going
man for 10 years, won't take
back
inside
to
save
the children,
office until noon Jan. 19.
Ingole said.

sq. yd.

'Did you know you can choose the met
funeral arrangements you want?"
e.1

In Stock

30-757•fr

Auto Carpet

grA No Wax
_

ilosteds Alyls lrark. Bobbie Villooa, Janos Coloomm Jae& NIIIVIPWOrthy, &Ms Tora
sad Nalvis you..
When you pre-arrange your funeral, all the details are
up to you.
We'll explain your choices to you,and give you the costs. You
make the decisions, so your family won't have to later during a
naturally stressful time.
Then, to make sure they don't inherit a bill, you can pre-pay
your arrangements through the Family Considerations program.
Call or come by today. We'll be happy to help you plan the
arrangements you choose.

50
0,10
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Search ends
for three
French sailors

NEW YORK (AP)- U.S. and
Canadian forces have quit searching for three French citizens who
left Rhode Island last month
aboard a 42-foot catamaran
bound for Martinique, the Coast
Guard said.
The twin-hulled sailboat left
Portsmouth, R.I., on Dec. 8, and
was reported missing when it did
not reach Fort-dc-France, the
main port of the French Caribbean island, as scheduled Dec.*
23, the Coast Guard said.
The search by Coast Guard,
U.S. Navy and Canadian Armed
Forces planes resumed Saturday
after a hiatus New Year's Day
because of bad weather. •
But it was called off Sunday
when there was no sign of the
L23 by nightfall, said Petty
Officer William Stone.
The search would only resume
if "somebody pots something,"
Stone said.
The vessel was not fitted with
a radio beacon device that can
signal a distressed craft's position, the Coast Guard said.
'
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The Choice is Yours.

ltit'estmertts Sauce 1851

Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 9 AM
Company

Price

-Chg

Dow Jones Ind. A vg.....-..+439
DJIA Previous Close.....-3301.11
, Alr
+ 1/1
4A T&
+ I/4
Bell South
+ 3Is
BrIgp & Stratton..-.-- 47 .4. 11,
+
Dm Foods..-..,4.-.---211 •
Evtoe....--.........-.-...-..611
/
4+
. Fisher Price
•
Ford Motor.....-...-.--..431/4 +
General
+
Geseral Molors-.-.-...-321/1 •
+
IB
+ 3/4
Ingersoll Rand...-.--.-25'/s • /
3
4
If,
1 Kroger

Vinyl Flooring
1st Quality Starting $099
sq. y
•

Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home, Inc.

•
Selected 50
% Off

JOE SMITH CARPET
121 North -

Survivors include one daughter, Airs. Sue Thweatt and husband, Joe Pat., Rt. 1, Almo; one
son, Damon Mathis and wife, Jo,
Dexter; two sisters, Mrs. Tennie
Colson, Murray, and Mrs. Mary
Skillon, Cleveland, Miss.; six
grandchildren, Joe Wayne
Thweatt and wife, Kathy, Craig
Thweatt, Angie Glisson and husband, Charlie, Cindy Ross and
husband, Mike, Debby Orr and
husband, Larry, and Glen Mathis
and wife, Jill; nine greatgrandchildren.

Wallpaper

Off

Vinyl
Remnants

Services for Roosevelt B.
Mathis were Saturday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Miller Funeral
Home of Murray. The Rev. Eulas
Greer, the Rev. Mike Ross and
the Rev. Ken Stewart officiated.
Music was by the Choir of
Dexter-Hardin United Methodist
Church where he was a member.
Pallbearers were Glen Mathis,
Joe Wayne Thweatt, Craig
Thweatt, Charlie Glisson, Mike
Ross and Larry Orr.
Burial was in Temple Hill
Cemetery.
Mr. Mathis, 91, died Thursday
at 1:30 p.m. at his home.
His wife, Mrs. Euple Hopkins
Mathis, died June 13, 1983. Two
sisters and five brothers also preceded him in death.
Born Nov. 15, 1901, in Calloway County, he was the son of
the late Louis Mathis and Mary
Castile Mathis. He was a retired
railroad worker.

50
% Off

In Stock

Carpet
Remnants

Roosevelt B. Mathis

Wolf will be governor for 16 days

15,900

Silver/Gray, 22,000 Miles, AM/FM
Cassette, Power Windows &
Locks, Loaded.

D. Willie

Mrs. Marelle Treas

JOE PAT LAMB
SALEM, Mass.(AP)- When
the Massachuseus Supreme Judi- .,
Survivors include his wife,
cial Court first convened in
Mrs.
Sue Lassiter Lamb, to whom
Salem 300 years ago, its first act
was to halt the witch hunt he was married on June 19, 1953;
one daughter, Mrs. Vickie Pat
hysteria..
McNamara and husband,
Lamb
The state's highest court
Michael, Nashville, Tenn.; one
planned a special session back in
Salem today to commemorate its stepson, Edward Miller Clees,
distinction as the oldest appellate Chattahoochee, Fla.; one stepDarnell,
court in continuous existence in grandchild, Lisa Clees
stepgreat-grandchildren,
and
two
the Western Hemisphere.
Garreu Darnell and Grant DarThe court stopped the witch
trials, which had resulted in 20 nell, all of Murray.
The funeral is today at 2 p.m.
executions, immediately after
in
the chapel of J.H. Churchill
convening Jan. 3, 1693.
Home. Dr. Greg Eanvood
Funeral
cases
it
was
The five appellate
Mrs. Oneida White
is
officiating.
to hear today ainvolved more
is
organist
and
soloist.
pedestrian matters: a challenge to
Burial
will
follow
in Murray
medical
a
regulations,
lead paint
Memorial
Gardens.
insurance dispute, check forgery,
physician liability and the admissibility of a juvenile's statements
to police in a manslaughter case.

Iradsral-Sibbs bbrkat Non Sir** Jo& 4, IOU
Knack,Porcine* Arai Has Martel Report 1441044s 3
Bayles Slade= ItectIptic Act. 277,fit. 145 Barrows•
Gilts No Tread Sows No Tread
US 1-3 2311.224 il.
$34.1141-39.75
US 1-3 2111.2301 lbs.
S.34.11.11-341.91
US 34 2311-244 lbs.
S311.M.31.1111
US 14 30-271 lbs.
1.77-40-314.40
Sows
1.3 1-2 270464 lbs.
133.1/11-24-141
US 1-3 3141-4104 lbs.
526.041-27.41
US 1-3 4411.525 lbs.
S27.1429.44
US 1.3 325 seal op
529.101-3244
US 2.3341-111 lbs.
83441-2511
loan wady 821.51.43.1111

Glynn

grandchildren, Elizabeth Cross
and Margaret Cross, Memphis.
Localsurvivors include a
Final rites for Glynn D. Willie
sister-in-law, Mrs. Anna Mae were Thursday at 11 a.m. in the
Thurman, Murray, and a brother- chapel of Miller Funeral Home,
in-law and sister-in-law, Mr. and Ramsey, Ill. The Rev. Ray Sun.
Mrs. Billy Ray Thurman, Rt. 5, deli officiated.
Murray.
Burial i'as in Ramsey
Funeral rites will be tonight Cemetery.
(Monday) at Springdale United
The family requests that
Methodist Church, Memphis.
expressions of sympathy take the
Graveside rites will be Tues- form of contributions to Lincoln
day at Maplewood Cemetery, Land Visiting Nurses of Shelby
Paris, Tenn.
County, Ill.
Mr. Willie, 60, Cowden, Ill.,
died Monday at 5:30 p.m. at his
home there.
Survivors include his wife,
Born Jan. 26, 1911, in CalloThe funeral for Mrs. Marelle
Treas was Sunday at 2 p.m. at of way County she was the daughter Mrs. Lois E. Willie; one daughtof the late Charlie Myers and er, Mrs. Mary L. Ragan, HarrisSouth Pleasant Grove United
Bessie Charltou Myers. One sis- burg, Ill.; two sons, Michael D.
Methodist Church where she was
ter, Mrs. Ruth Hill, also preceded Willie, Farmington, and Larry G.
a member. The Rev. Jim Alford
Willie, Melber; two stepdaughher in death.
officiated. Music waS by the
Survivors include one daught- ters, Kellie Walsh, Vandalia, Ill.,
Church Choir.
Pallbearers were Tim Scruggs, er, Mrs. Kay Craft, two grand- and Michelle Wash, Cowden; one
Johnny Miller, Larry McClain, children, Mrs. Teresa Healy and stepson, Marc Waschle, Great
husband, Randy, and Mrs. Leah Lakes Naval Base, Ill.; his stepJoe Pat Hutson, Terry Housden
Chapman and husband, Curt, mother, Mrs. Louise Willie, West
and J.W. Jones.
three great-grandchildren, Corey View Nursing Home, Murray;
Burial was in the church
cemetery with arrangements by Chapman, Karmon Chapman and half sister, Mrs. Margaret PerMiller Funeral Home of Murray. Lindsey Healy, all of Evansville; kins, Mayfield; half brother,
Mrs. Treas, 88, Evansville, three sisters, Mrs. Nelle Scruggs Edward Willie, Kirksey; eight
Ind., formerly of Calloway Coun- and husband, Tom, Murray, and grandchildren.
Mrs. Alice Miller and husband,
ty, died at 8:45 p.m. Wednesday
at Deaconess Hospital, Evansvil- Hardiman, and Mrs. Robbie 1.
le. Her husband, Orvis Treas, John and husband, Bonnie, all of
Rt. 2, Hazel.
died June 2, 1976.

Mrs. Jean Lockhart Thurman
died Saturday at 10:30 a.m. at her
home in Memphis, Tenn. Her
death followed an extended
illness.
Survivors include her husband,
William Herbert Thurman, Sr.,
Memphis, formerly of Calloway
County; two daughters, Dr.
Laurel Susan Thurman, DeKalb,
Ill., and Mrs. Jeannie Cross and
husband, Joe, Memphis, Tenn.;
one son, William Herbert Thurman Jr., Nashville, Tenn.; two

Court dates
back to 1693

HOG MARKET

en

Mrs. Jean Lockhart'Thurman

;13-6660

Professional, Personal Dedicated Service - Modem Facilities
713 South Fourth St.
753-6800
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Classified
Deadlines are 2 daps La advance and are as follows:
Friday 3
Monday Edition
Saturday 10
Tuesday Edition
, Monday 3
Wednesday Edition
,..........Tuesday 3
Thursday Edition
Wednesday 3
Friday Edition
.
Thursday 3
Saturday Edition
‘N. Not NoL
010
020
025
030
040
050

Nil NI.
Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Card of 'Dank"
In Mornay
Lost & Found
..1

E

I-.HMI'

090
100 .

Public Sale

470
480

540

For Trade

485

Situation Wanted
Business Opportunity

660

Free Column

Instruction

570

Wanted

All Brands

Ward-Elidns
753-1713

Rent-A-Car
515 S. 12th St. 753-2255

CANCER
INSURANCE

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
7534199
ire, local claim servsore

025
AURORA Pizza Magic. Genuine hand tossed pizza,
fresh salads, sandwiches,
gyros Open all year at
5pm. Closed Mon and
Tues.
474•8119,
1-800-649-3804.

Persona
MRS. Theresa, Reader and
Advisor. A true born psychic, gifted from God. Special $500. 502-554-7904.

DO you need a JOB, or do
you need help in making
positive advances for the
future? We have 22 JOB
OPENINGS for people between the ages of 16-22
years, if you are not in
school. CaN 753-9378 five
days a week between
8:00am-3:00pm. We are an
EOE. This project is funded
by the Western Kentucky
Private Industry CouncilJTPA.

050

•

Tan with the best
deal in town.
300 minutes

$15.00
Kut-N-Kurl
Beauty Shop
Southside Shopping
Center
753-1602

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR • TRAILERS
I fosalleufdr7air
systemise
ALLIANCE

Lost
And Found

LOST
Black & Tan Yorkshire Terrier in East
Elementary area.
Reward!
753-5156

EASY Work! Excellent pay!
Assemble products at
home. Call toll tree,
, 4-800-467-6226, ext. 8047

060
Help
Wanted
ACCOUNTS Manager
Trainee, self starterprofessional. Sales and delivery included. Apply in
person. Colonyme, 408 N.
121h, Murray.

VETERAN MPIXAMIVII
TRACTOR

TRUER TRAINING CEAITERS

LEBANON. TN

<1•• •Ad
T T••••
who t...•••

II

1-800-334-1203

DISTRIBUTORS for all natural products, good money
and incentives. Call
436-2000.
In home sales. Prefer woman, 30-50yrs of age. Experience necessary. Two
weeks training. $300 per
week guaranteed for 1st 12
weeks. Call 753-2654 for
appointment

Beginner
Ballet
with
Nancy Z. Nerney

Ages 8-10
Two Openings Left
19-1445
Ca1
,

280........Mobile Horne. For Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent

FULL time cashier/sales
der*. Apply in person on
Wednesday, January 6,
9:30am-5:00pm at Brights
in Murray.
HOUSE Inspectors. No
exp. necessary. Up to $800
wkly. Will train. Call
219-769-6649, ext. H-239,
Barn to 8pm, 7 days.

MEDICAL
TECHNOLOGIST
11-7
shift,
MT
(ASCP)or equivalent,
full-time
position.
New facility opening
summer 1993, competitive benefits and
salary commensurate.
Located in Western
Kentucky,
contact
Gene Klaus, Laboratory
Manager
(502)247-5211
or
submit resume to Human Resources,Community Hospital, P.O.
Box 1099, Mayfield,
Ky. 42066.
EOE WHI-1

REAL ESTATE SALES
270 .... Mobile Homes For Sale
365 ...
For Sale Or Lease

300

Business Rentals

420

310

Want To Rent

430

Real Estate

320

Apartments For Rent

435

Lake Property

330

Rooms For Rant

440

Lots For Sale

3401

Houses For Rent

450

Farms For Sale

360

For Rent or Lejtse

460

Homes For Sale

150

220

recliner, tan
WILL sit with the sick or DUSTY rose
recliner. 1979
elderly, day or night. Call walkhugger
Chevy Luv pick-up,
474-2386.
4-speed with air Call
WILL stay nights with el- 753-3092.
derly. Call 753-4590 after
KENMORE compact
5Prn•
washer, $150. Compact
dryer, $50. Glass to table,
090
$40. Waterbed with mirPcottlon
rored headboard and lights,
Wanted
no mattress, $100
759-9121.
SEWING jobs wanted, in
eluding formal wear LARGE live corn and
Schefflera plants. $25
753-1061
each. Call 753-8119.
100
LET us make your clothes,
Business
alter and repair. Uniforms
Opportuntty
and sportswear, rentals,
BREAKTIME Billiards, Di- gowns and tuxedos. Ruth's
xieland Shopping Center. See and Sew, Country
Owner wants offer Square, 1608 N. 121, Mur502-442-2900
or ray. 753-6981.
443-3505. ask for Lu Ann or PICK-UP bed-liner for late
Harold
model short-bed Chevy,
$100. Kitchen table and
Ian
chairs, butcher block top,
Want
$100 753-6427
To Buy
person,
SPA, 5
ANTIQUES by the piece o 6'7-x6'10-x35-, 2hp pump
collections Call 753-9433 for 5 jets, light, ozone, air,
after 5pm
cover, and redwood steps
2 years old. $2950 Call
CASH paid for good, used
753-3488.
rifles, shoiguns, and pistols. Benson Sporting TROY Built tiller, horse
Goods, 519 S. 12th, model, new,still in the crate
Murray.
with attachments Cost
$1835; will sell for $1650
FAMILY looking for big old
firm. May be seen at Buck's
farmhouse with a couple of Body Shop, 9th and
acres and owner financing
Sycamore
or lease option. If you have
anything, call Larry at
160
759-1325.
Home
INTERESTED in buying 2
FumIsNngs
to 4 bedroom house With 10
or more acres in area Hwy 1 YEAR old- sectional with
121 South to New Conceirct.-----hide-a-bed and recliner,
also a matching rocker reCall 436-5437
diner and coffee table. All
USED and antique furni- still in new condition.
ture, glass, tools, quilts. $1500. Call 759-9350.
474-2262, 901-642-6290.
SOFA for sale. Good condiWANT to buy comics tion. Reasonable offer acpre-1992. 502-851-4142.
cepted Call 753-6688.
tsn

1HELAIA'S BARGAIN BIN

Articles
For Sale
2 SETS of encyclopedias,
$25/set. 45 gal. corner hex
tank, wood cabinet stand,
pitglp and all accessories,
$325. Health master 250
exercise bike, $35. Precision laser (PCS) bow
651/31' with bow rack and
accessories. $200. 2 tae
known do uniforms (sm. &
lg.), $35. 4hp tiller by Sears,
$50. 3pc. gray pin strip suit,
(38-40), $50. Kirby, Heritage II vacuum cleaner,
$125. 753-0834 after 2pm.
ASHLEY wood stove with
blower. 759-4144.

Ugly Duckling
6i1=813132al
Locations Coast to Coast

1109 Pogue Ave.
759-9940
Clean Used Furniture, Appliances, and Mist. hems
Use Our Layaway Plan
Now RentingNintendo
210
Firewood
FIREWOOD for sale, pickup Of delivered. 753-1198.
FIREWOOD, $15.00 rick.
753-9319.
FIREWOOD. 436-5598
FIREWOOD. 436-2222 after 5pm.

PARK Rangers. Game
wardens, security, maintenance, etc. No exp. necessary. For info. call
219-769-6649 ext. 7159.
8am-8pm. 7 days.

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
Office: 753-6910
112 So. 12th
1-800-THE-DUCK
Murray, KY 42071
Lowest Rates in Town!
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
If you are under age 65 and qualify for
MEDICARE due to disability we offer
several Medicare Supplement Policies.
All Medicare Supplement Policies
are now standardized into 10 plans
offering different levels of benefits. We
can write 7 of the plans on a "guaranteed issue" basis (no health questions)
and the policies will be issued at the
lowest available premium.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+
rated companies to give you the best
possible rates and service.
Please give us a call for a rate quote.

SITTER needed for 4 year
old in my home,
4:00p.m.-12:30a.m., rotating schedule. Monday and
Tuesday first week, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday following week, back to
Monday and Tuesday next
week. House located on
Ralph Wright Road off of
Hwy 280.Call 436-5671, no
anew, leave message.
WANTED barmaids, waitresses, dancers, $500 plus
weekly. DoN House Cafe,
Paris, TN. 642-4297,
8pm-2m.
07e
Domestic
& Childcare
ABSOLUTELY Clean! Experienced, dependable
damning service. Home or
office. References. Call
Kimberly White, 436-2569.
CLEANING service. Will
dean your home or business. Experienced, have
references. Cal 492-8238
or 438-5330.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
Hopkinsville Fed. Savings Building
7th at Main, Murray, Ky.

CNA will sit with elderly or
babysit Have references
Call 759-4829, leave
M118104190.

753-4199

Home Loans

0

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 04 west 10 Johnny Robertson Road.
south 10 Sq. Ws Road, right on Sq. Has Road 1/4 ella
OPEN TO THE Punt IC

753.0466

P1011.PROf 1 ORGANtIATION

PO Box 1033

Murray

The fiani(y of Charles Mee) guthni, Sr.
would like to thanks!!ourfriends for the
support of their presatce,flowers,food
prayers during our time of sorrow.
We wish to extend a special than*, to
of the wonderful staff of the second
thin(floor of the %fumy Calloway County
Mospitatand Dr john Qiienennosis. We
also want to thankOrother jint Affonf
his kindness andairily wonis.Thank,to the
staff of the Milkr Funeral Mow for the
wonderful job they did and the South
Tlauant Grove choirfor the beautifulllitifiC.
May god Kea you all
•• ••

$5.00 Column Inch
Display Ada
40% Discount bid Ram
8016 Discount 1rol Run
(All 1 Ads Must Ran Within 6 Day Period )
61.75 per column Loeb Nara ter Needs,(Shop
ping Guide).

Reader Ads:
25e per word $5.00 minimum 1st
day. 5e per word per day for each
additionil consecutive day. $1.75
extra for shopper(Tues. Classifieds
go into Shopping Guide.) $2.00 extra for blind box ads.

Yard Sale $7.50 Prepaid

380

tn=

88FT x 50ft metal building. NEW duplex, all gas, cenInsulated, gas heat Can be tral air, appliances plus disused for 1 or 2 shops or hwasher, utility room with
250
storage Located at 406 w/d hook-up, quiet area,
Business
Sunbury Circle See Carlos lease tuld deposit, no pets.
Services
Black, Jr at Black's Decor- 759-1087.
KEN-TENN Investigations ating Center or call SPANKING new, 21x, 1
owner J B Wilburn, specia- 753-0839 or 436-2935
bath duplex with carport.
lizing in criminal, civil, FOR
Rent-Business Retail Appliances furnished, Cendomestic and insurance in- or
Office Space in S Side tral air and gas heat
vestigations 14 years law
$425/mo. 1 month deposit,
Shopping Center
enforcement experience.
1 year lease, no pets.
753-4509 or 753-6612
502-436-6099 Licensed in
753-2905.
Kentucky and Tennessee_
120
TAKING applications for
PRIVATE Investigator
section 8 rent subsidized
Apartments
D B A Confidential InvestiFor Rent
apartments. 1, 2 & 3 bedgations, Southside Shoprooms. Apply Hilldale Apts.
ping Center, Suite *102, 1, 2, 3, OR 4br furnished Hardin, Ky. or call
apartments, nice, near uni- 502-437-4113
Murray, 753-2641
EHO.
versity 31:# house, 1604
Main St., central gas heat, UPSTAIRS, 2 bedroom
a/c, near campus, apartment, deposit, lease,
THE THRIFTY SHOP$450/mo. 753-6111 days, no pets. 113 S 13th St Call
PER, a weekly shop753-3488.
ping guide, is here! 753-0606 nights.
1BR apartment, $195/mo
753-6716

want to buy, sell, rent,
trade, or give away...FREE OF CHARGE!
Ads must be placed by
Jan. 15 for Jhe first
issue.
Call 7512269
Fax Service Available

1BR cozy, $225/mo. Gas
heat. Good area. 1 block
from University. Lease, no
pets. 759-9874.

270

1BR, low utilities, appliances and water furnished, references and deposit required. No pets.
$185/mo. 753-3949_

Mobile
Homes For Sale

1BR, nice, near MSU. All
utilities paid Coleman RE.
753-9898

2-BD, 65x12, stove & retrig, in county $4000 Cal
anytime 759-2574

1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray. 753-4109

BEST Home Center, Hwy
45 E., Milan, TN. 3 sale
locations with over 60
homes to choose from. Calf
toll free for complete list of
homes, 1-800282-3781
We are a volume dealer
and won't be undersold. If
you want to save money,
call Best. Super special
1993, 16x80, 3br. 2 bath,
delivered and set-up, 2 left.
$16,990. Factory close out,
16x60, 3br, 2 bath, 1993
model, 1 left, $14,990, low
payments. 1993 model,
2br, only $9999. delivered
and set-up included, $518
down, less than $150/mo
1 left, 1992 close out,
14x70, 3br, delivered and
set-up,, terrific buy,
$12,900. 1993 double
wide, only $17,990, delivery and set-up, small down
payment of $899 can buy
this home. No cash down
needed with land. We have
10 used. and repo's to
choose from. Call toil
free for details,
1-800-282-3781. We have
fixed interest rates that start
at 7.50% with approved
credit, low, low payments If
you've had credit problems
in the past, and tiave reestablished credit, call us
toll free, we might be able to
help you buy a home,
1-800-282-3781.

280
Mobile
Homes For Rent

1.t- 13- '3- 13- "3- 13 It- 1- 1- S•

"

NM.

PIANO tuning John
Gottschalk. 753-9600

OUR Pledge; When you
compare quality, insulation,
options and set-up. you will
find that we will have the
very best value for your
housing dollar_ Dinkins Mobile Homes, Inc , Hwy 79
East, Paris ,Tn.
1-800-642-4891 One of
the Southeast's oldest and
largest Home Centers

(Dsers epee it &OM

Display Ads

320
Business
Rentals

CUMMINGS Meter Poles
Specializing in mobile
home electric services 200
amp. $375 100 amp $325
435-4027.

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00

‘NDist.
Computers
120
130
For Sale Or Trade
140
Want To Bay
150
Articles For Sale
155
Appliances
160
Home Furnishings
165
Antiques
170
Vacuum Cleaners
180
:Sowing Machines
195
Heavy Equipment
200
Sports Equipment
210
Firewood
220
Musical
•
240
Miscellaneous
260
T.V & Radio
380 ..................... Pets & Supplies

PRIVATE PARTIES:
Advertise items you

2BR, water and appliances
furnished. Coleman RE,
753-9898
SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br,
electric or gas. Walking distance to college. 753-5209
•
300

Business
Rentals

WANTED: 2 roommates to
share 3br furnished apartment w/male. Water and
garbage included,
$120/mo. Call Bob at Tropics Tanning Salon,
753-8477, for information.
Available Dec. 1, 1992
30
Houses
For Rent
2BR, central gas heat and
air, new appliances, w/d
hook-up, large lot in town,
$390/mo plus 1 month deposit, references.
441-7315.

2BR carpeting, drapes ref.
dishwasher, w/d hook-up, 2BR house, unfurnished,
central h/a,.$350/mo_ De- Ky. lakefront, large deck,
posit required. No pets. excellent view, boat ramp,
deposit. J53-4428.
753-9240.
_
lba brick, Hwy 280
3BR,
2BR duplex with garage,
dishwasher, garage dis- near East Elementary
posal, w/d hook-up. School. Stove and refriger
$.450/M0 Day 753-7688 ator furnished, w/d hookup, heat pump, carpet and
Night 759-4703.
•
blinds, $425/mo., 1 month
-2BR duplex in Northwood, deposit and references re$325/mo 759-4406
quired. No pets. 753-7852.
2BR near MSU. Available ACROSS from MSU, 2br,
now. $300/mo., water and kitchen, utility room, all-apappliances furnished. Cole- pliances included,
man RE, 753-9898.
$400/mo. No pets.
2 OR 3br duplexes, central 753-8191.
h/a, appliances furnished. BEAUTIFUL 3br home in
Coleman RE, 753-9898.
Panorama Shores Excel5-ROOM apt located at 709 lent country location. Many
S 4th See Carlos Black, extras. 615-358-3820 after
Jr at Black's Decorating 4pm.
Ctr., or call 753-0839 or IDEAL 2br starter home on
436-2935.
Hwy 280, $275/mo.
CLEAN energy efficient 2Ix 753-8848 before 8pm
duplex off' 94E, $275/mo. STELLA area, 2br house. 1
No pets. 753-8848 before bath, w/d hook-up,
8pm.
$250/mo. Deposit required.
FURNISHED apts. 1 or 2br, 489-2390 after 6prn
no pets. Zimmerman Apts.,
360
South 16th St. 753-6609.
For Rent
Or Leese

Pets
& Supplies

BEAUTIFUL AKC registered Toy Poodles,
$100/ea 901-352-2416
HAVE an obedient, safe
dog for show or home
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436-2858

BUSINESS offices for rent.
Part time, lull time, small,
large. Very reasonable
rent. Call Mur-Cal Realty
753-4444

Real
Estate
KOPPERUD REALTY of
ers a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices
753-1222
RE/MAX Properties Ltd
Bob Perrin, Paul Dailey,
Bob Haley, Jean Bird Bel
Air Center_ 502-753-SOLD.
1-800-369-5780'
4.10

Lots
For Sale
WOODED building lots in
Lynwood Heights City wa
ter, natural gas, cablevi•
son, 3 3/10 miles on 94
west from Murray City Lim
its. 6% simple interest fi
nancing. available
753-5841 or 753-1566
460
Homes
For Salt
3BR, 2 bath, living room,
dining room and den. Many
recent updates.. Move in
condition Priced in the
$80's MLS 14430 Contact
Kopperud Realty,
753-1222
GATESBOROUGH home
featuring 10' ceilings, hardwood floors, and a lovely
greatroom with fireplace
Add the liveability of a for
mal dining room, 4 bedrooms, 3 baths, 2 huge
walk in closets and you
have value with elegance
Just reduced to $137,500
MLS 84230. Kopperud Re
alty 753-1222
NEW brick duplex at 1006
Southwood Drive. Each
side has a large garage
with electric opener, 2br, 2
baths, breakfast room with
bay window, separate utility,' economical gas heat,
and appliances including
microwave and refrigerator. 759-4586.

NEW executive brick house
nearing completion in
Southwest Villa, 3br, great
room with cathedral ceiling
and curved vlindow, breakfast room with bay, main
CREEKVIEW Self-storage bath plus an elegant master
on Center bath with whirlpool, sepawarehouses
Deluxe duplex apartment
Drive behind Shoney's rate glass shower and
2 Br, 2 Ba., kitchen
walk-in closet, plus via
$20-$40/mo 759-4081
appl, furnished,
800ft. of attic storage PrNORTHWOOD storage iced in the $120's
carpeted and skylights,
presently has units avail- 759-4586.
central h/a and
able 753-2905 for more
garage.
NEWLY redecorated home
information.
and out. 3br,
inside
Call 753-5870.
baths, approximately 2000
165
sq.ft, just minutes from
For Sale
Murray, 1 acre lot, 2 car
Or Leese
NEW duplex, 21x, 2 full
baths, all appliances, w/d 3BR, 2 bath condominium garage, many extras.
$85,000. 489-2454.
hookup, central gas heat/ 753-3293 after 6pm
air, garage, patio Michelle
TOTALLY redecorated and
Drive. $475/mo., 1 month
renovated 3 bedroom
370
deposit, 1 year lease. No
horn.on 1 acre lot. Located
Livestock
pets. Call 527-2370 or
between Murray and Ken&
&VOW
527-8757.
tucky Lake Attractive
home arid aaractive price
HAZEL Apartments, Hazel, 6 HORSE trailer with living Just reducPd to $62,500
KY, is now renting. You quarters, red and white, Contact Kopperud Realty
must be 62, handicapped, new tires, $2000 Call 753-1222 MLS #4570
or disabled New 1 and 2br 436-5437.
units. 502-527-8574 for
more information. Equal H UDScit* Company. Saddles, Bridles & Horse supHousing Opportunity.
plies. 753-4545, 759-1823,
HOUSING near MSU for up 753-6763.
to 4 students. Available for
Spring Semester. Coleman
RE, 753-9898.
On call
II
MUR-CAL Apartments now
24 hours / 7 days
accepting applications for
1, 2 and 3br apartments
-lit
Hawkins Research
Phone 759-4984. Equal
fdaililaillill
as=
it.
Housing Opportunity.
!111111111111161111111111
,
NEW 2br townhouse, ail
appliances furnished, induding washer and dryer.
$450/mo. plus deposit 1
year lease. Available immediately. 753-4573.
11=11111111111111

For Rent:

re

SALES
SERVICE
UPGRADES

••••••

•
r
66
)

•

--wir

430

753-7001

4 CAR clean-up shop, office, paved lot, air
753-4509.

•

1-baby aockatiel, 4-baby
parakeets 759-4119

r-9
5.

Al

Classified Ad Rates

Advertisers an'equated to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error.
The Murray Ledger & Time, will be
responsible for only one incorrect insertion. Any error should be reported
immediately so corrections can be
made.

inn

Maks!

firewood, oak.
LPN, Part-time or full-lime, BOGARD trucking and ex- SEASONED
cavating, inc. We haul top 753-5476.
local physician's office.
Send resume to P.O. Box soil, gravel, fill dirt, white WOOD for sale, 753-0527
rock, rip rap. 759-1828.
1040-G, Murray, KY.
or 753-9745

America's Second Car

....

Articles
For Sale

Domestic
& Childcare

REGISTERED
NURSES
Part-time, PRN or as
needed
positions
available for progressive labor, delivery,
and nursery departments. New facility
opening
summer
1993, now with competitive benefits and
salary commensurate
and opportunities for
growth. Submit resume to: Human Resources, Community
Hospital, P.O: Box
1099, Mayfield, Ky.
42066 EOE MfF/H

No age limit to apply. If
your present policy is
over 10 years old, it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemotherapy. For free information call

RFV11'41.

070
Help
Wanted

Notice

Notice

VCR Service

490
495
500
510
520

ItANSPORIAIION
Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Parts
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors

060

020

020

OFF 1( F. HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

RV It s
120............... .....
230
Exterminating
Business Services
290
Heating And Cooling
630
Services Offered

410

110

753-1916

p.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

NlIst•El 1..VNLtit

I

Help Wanted
Domestic & Childcare

060
070

11.1It hi. I

Farm Equipment
Livestock & Supplies
Poultry & Supplies
Produce
Feed & Seed

190
370
390
400
650

ADJUSTMENTS

TO PLACE AN AD CALL

DEADLINES
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Henderson community
supportive of trucker
charged in teens' deaths

CLASSIFIEDS

•

530

HENDERSON, Ky. (AP) that truck!" A woman who was
Authorities say they have
walking in the opposite direction
encountered support and symnodded and added, "That's
right."
pathy for a New York truck drivUSED tires 195/70/14 APPLIANCE SERVICE.
er
County Attorney Charles
jailed
on
manslaugher
charges
Eagle
Goodyew
GT, black Kenmore, Westinghouse,
after two teen-agers were killed
McCollom, who recommended
wall, mounted and ba- Whirlpool. 30+ yews ex(Clip This* Ad From The Paper
in an accident involving his
the charges against Brown, said
lanced $125 + tax per set p•ri•nc•. BOBBY
Key Autiearts, Hwy 121 HOPPER,
truck.
many truckers and others have
And Save For A Handy Reference)
436-664S.'
South 753-5500
"I'm catching flak over the " objected to his arrest, saying they
BACKHOE SERVICE.
fact that he was charged," Sherhave turned their trucks around in
BRENT ALLEN aspic bank
iff Dennis W. Clary said. "I
the same way.
instillation, repair, replaceUsed
ment 759-1515.
"don't make the laws. I just enforState law allows only three
Cats
Commercial and Residentiel • Licensed and
ce
people
them.
By
all
in the cab of a pickup, but
indications,
he
steams C. Gialkaisre, Owner
1984 OLDS Delta 88. BACKHOE Service - ROY
was negligent in the way he was
McCollom said he didn't think
HILL. Septic system, driveCeelleni Homes • n Audolladso
Specializing
in
"
Black, 2dr. loaded. one ways,haling,
Installation ••Home Automation
foundations,
operating that truck."
the number of people in the pickowner, excellent condition,
etc. 756-4664.
Scotty Brown, 28, of Winthup contributed to the accident.
Wass miles. Cal Judy at
Paint Plus, 759-4979.
rop, N.Y., was backing his truck
"There's a lot of sympathy"
BOB'S Plumbing Repair
Poison Calloway Co. Fire
Service. AN wort guaraninto a church parking lot to turn
for Brown, he said. "I think
1985 CADILLAC Sedan
teed. 753-1134.
around last Sunday on U.S.
•
Residential Painting
probably a lot of it is that the
DeWitt,4-door, front wheel
Control & Rescue Squad
Interior - Exterior
41-Alternate when his flatbed
drive, 52,000 miles, excep- CARPET and vinyl installapublic doesn't understand what
tionally nice, $5500. Will tion and repels. Glen Bebtrailer was struck by a pickup
Phone 435-4268
actually happened."
Wm away
guarantee car, will trade
bar, 759-1247.
truck carrying six students. The
The crash occurred on a rural
ak • 11•• UM,114m. Ky. Urn
753-3704, 1601 Loch
impact sheared off most of the
CARPORTS for car and
stretch
of the highway. McColLomond.
'AA Types
team Cleaning"
trucks. Special sizes for
pickup's roof on the foggy, rainy
lom said Brown was blocking
Free'Unman • Al Work Guaranteed
1986 NOVA, 4-door, motor homes, boats, RV's
night.
both lanes of the two-lane road.
Insured
5-speed with air. good con- and etc. Excellent protecKilled
were
Denise
He
said the truck and trailer also
Elliott
and
dibon. $2300. 1989 Ford tion, high quality, excellent
KLEEN TEC
Brandon Abell, two popular
were too wide for the road, but
Taurus XL, fully loaded, value. Roy Hill. 759-4664.
COMMERCIAL 0300 & VENT CLEANING
16-year-old students at Hender$5000 Call 753-2361 after
could have made the turn more
(502) 7$3-214S
CHIM Chlm Chimney
son County High School. The
6Pm•
safely somewhere else.
1209 KifkWood
KY 42071
Terry Thavatt-CTener
Sweeps has 10% senior
four other high school students
Brown was hauling more than
1988 OLDS Cutlass Su- citizen discounts. We sail
who were in the cab survived.
preme, loaded, excellent chimney caps and screens.
40,000 pounds of aluminum
435-4191.
condition. 753-3086.
"It was a bad, bad decision to
ingots that were covered by a
Septic Make, Sewers & Hauling
Remodeling,4arages.decks,porches.concrete
try to turn around on a major
1989 kAAZDA 323, auto., COLSON'S Home Repair.
black tarp, and it would have
maintenance.
work, chain link fences. Home
• ('all (14 akAaaytime
Wc, am/fm cassette, 49xxx Remodeling, carpentry,
highway," said Don Cantley, the
been almost impossible for the
miles, excellent condition, painting and plumbing.
Henderson County coroner. teen-agers to see the flatbed trail759-4685
one owner, $5900. 436-2575 after 5pm.
Brown "didn't take into account
er in the dark, said Cantley, the
759-4017 after 6pm.
COUNTERTOPS, custom.
that something like this could
coroner. "There was nothing for
CAR Stereo Installation Homes, trailers, offices.
happen. His poor judgment cost
them to see. It was a black
753-0113. Sunset Boule- Wulf?' Recovery, Murray.
the lives of those two kids."
void."
vard Music, Murray's Al- 436-5560.
Wee
Brown, who was on his first
Per
5
S
Only
pine Car Audio Specialist,
The sheriff said the investigaAll Types of Refuse Service
long-distance haul, had gotten
Dixieland Center, 1 block CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
tion has not yet determined
and
Cooling
Service.
Ownfrom MSU dorms.
1-800-585-6033
lost while trying to deliver a load
whether the truck's flashing
pleb) installation and serC
of aluminum ingots to KB Alloys
- Bud tewart Route Mona er
FOR Sale: 1990 Chevy Ca- vice. Call Gary at
lights were on. No skid marks
Inc., near the Henderson and
valier, 44xxx miles, tunftm 759-4754.
were found to indicate that
stereo, a/c, $5692.
Webster county line.
Elliott, who was driving the pickDIAL Builders, no job too
753-9240.
The trucker has been charged
big or small. 753-7662.
up, saw the trailer and tried to
with
two counts of second-degree
d95
stop, and investigators said she
DRYWALL, finishing, remanslaughter, four counts of had not been speeding. No evipairs, additions and blowVans
first-degree wanton endangerment dence was found that anyone
ing ceikngs. 753-4761.
and several traffic and trucking
involved had been drinking or
1988 PLYMOUTH Grand FENCE sales - at Sears
violations. Brown, who makes
Voyager LE,‘ V6, sun now. Cell Sears 753-2310
using drugs.
screen glass, itm/fm cas- for free estimate for your
about $250 a week and lives with
P.C. Head, the mother of
sette. Excellent Condition, needs.
his parents, has been in jail since
16-year-old Chris Head, who was
$6900 759-1656.
the accident, unable to make his injured in the accident, agreed
FORREST Construction.
Remodeling, additions, re$45,000 bail.
that having too many teen-agers
500
530
pair, painting, countertops,
Support for the trucker was in the pickup contributed to the
Used
Unto
general carpentry and blue
%eke
evident Wednesday as Brown accident. But, she said, "kids
Offered
prints. 753-9688. 14 years
was being led from the courtwill be kids."
1982 FORD XLT Lariat experience.
house to the jail across the street.
492-8411
She thinks the charges against
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) PLUMBING - Free esti(A
district
judge
delayed
Brown
Brown's
were fair.
Miller,
54,
grew
up
in
Hanov1988 S-10 pick-up,- 47xxx
mates. Affordable rate. More than 200 spectators filled
er, N.H., and worked as a teach- first court appearance until Wed"I don't have a lot of symmiles, a/c, 5-speed, 4 cyl. GENERAL Repair: plumbSame day service. All work the urban council chambers while
474-8109
er, a reporter for Congressional nesday so he could hire a lawyer. pathy for him, but I can see
ing, roofing, tree work. guaranteed. 492-8816.
others
on
watch
television
had
to
He has not yet entered a plea.) there's probably another side,"
436-2642.
Quarterly and a social planner in
1990 GMC 4x4, Sierra,
REFINISHING, stripping, downstairs as Pam Miller took
As Brown was being led by she said. "Everybody makes
Boston. She and her husband,
loaded with options. GERALD WALTERS.
custom woodworking. the oath at Lexington's first
753-9088.
bailiffs,
a man who was walking
mistakes."
Ralph,
a physician, moved to
Roofing, vinyl siding, paint- 753-8056.
female mayor.
ing. Free estimates. 18
- Lexington. in 1970 when be nearby with two small children in
510
yearrexpinienoe, Local re- ROCKY -COLSON Home
She pledged to make jobs and joined the staff of the University tow shouted: "It's not right what
Repair. Roofing, siding, economic development
ferences. 436-2701.
the top of Kentucky Chandler Medical they're doing to you! They
painting, plumbing, conCampers
GRAVEL truck and back- crete. Free estimates. Call concerns of her administration.
shouldn't have had six people in
Center.
1975 MOTOR home, good hoe service. 753-1221 or 474-2307.
"1 will build on the accomShe
advocated
the
merger
of
condition. 753-6409.
753-1537.
plishments of the past," Miller Lexington's city and county govtold the crowd Sunday.
GUTTERING By Sears:
ernments and won her first counSears residential and com- ROGER Hudson rock haulThe former vide mayor, Miller cil seat in 1973. The Millers have
TUESDAY,JANUARY 5, 1993
mercial continuous gutters ing, gravel, sand,dirt, drive- became Lexington's fourth mayor
three
adult
children.
way
753-4545,
rock.
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
installed for your specificasince the city and Fayette County
In her inaugural speech, Miller
A-1 TOWN/country yard tions. Call Sears 753-2310 753-6763.
date of birth, call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 95
governments merged two decades promised to consider new
mowing,landscaping,tree for free estimate.
cents a minute.)
SEPTIC TANK SYSTEMS,
ago. Miller is a descendant of approaches while promoting
Dimming free removal,light
the
HADAWAY Construction: installation, repair, replaceHAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE for your ideals; you have a right to
hauling Free estimates.
Home remodeling, paint- ment. Backhoe service. John Adams, second president of development of new small
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: be heard. Avoid promising to delivTun Lamb, 436-2528.
the
United
States.
She has served businesses, helping to create
ing, wallpaper. carpentry, BRENT ALLEN 759-1515.
An exciting job offer could lead to a er anything you do not have on
more than 10 years on Lexing- minority-owned companies
Al TREE Service. Stump floor covering. No job too
reassessment of your goals. Try hand.
SEWING machine repair.
and
removal and spraying. Free small 436-2052.
ton's city council.
Kenneth Barnhill
something new in February or
working to expand existing
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
, estimates. 753-0906 after
Miller will finish the unexpired industries.
753-2674.
HOME
Improvement
SpeMarch.'A personal relationship Tension or hostility could rear its
5pm, 759-9816, 753-0495.
cialist. Vinyl siding, win- SHEETROCK
term of Scotty Baesler, who was
intensifies as summer approaches. ugly head at work. There are those
Miller also pledged to help
finishing,
A-1 TREE removal & tree dows, carports, and patio
August is the best time to travel for in want who are trying to disguise
textured ceilings. Larry elected to Congress from the 6th
launch
a
review
of
the
county's
Dimming. Light hauling & enclosures. 753-0280.
District.
Chrisman. 492-8742.
business
Miller
said
and pleasure. Returning to their urgent needs. Try a gentler
she
intends
"Comprehensive Plan" to guide
odd jobs Free estimetes.
K.B. ASSOCIATES. Gen- SUREWAY
school next fall could boost your approach. Compromise on minor
436-2102, ask for Luke.
Tree & Stump to seek a four-year term as mayor Lexington's growth for the next
eral construction, remodel- Removal.
earning potential. Make certain you points.
Insured with full this year.
five years.
ALPHA Builders - Carpen- ing, garages,decks, patios, line
have the correct facts and figures
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): An
of equipment. Free estry, remodeling, porches, interior trim. 753-0834.
before instigating a lawsuit in unanticipated problem could arise.
timates. Day or night,
roofing, concrete, driveNovember. An old-fashioned winter To get the right kind of help, go
KITCHEN CABINET RE- 753-5484.
ways, painting, mainteCOVERY existing doors & T.C. Dinh
with friends and family will straight to the top. Do not insist on
holiday
nance, etc. Free estimates.
Repair and Mainframes with woodgrain forend 1993 on an upbeat note. Reach hogging an issue or conversation.
tenance. Electrical - Clean489-2303.
mica, all colors. Free esti- ing Sewer.
out to your in-laws.
Let other people have their say.
1210/1212 Main
AL'S hauling, yard work, mates Wulff's Recovery Street 753-6111 office,
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
tree removal, mowing. Free Murray. 436-5560.
753-0606 after 5pm.
THIS DATE: actor Robert Duvall, You may receive a special favor or
estimates. 759-1683.
South dealer.
LEE'S CARPET CLEAN- THE Gutter
winners in view(assuming a 3-2club baseball players Bob Dernier and compliment today. Make the best of
Co. Seamless
ANY remodeling, building, ING. For all your carpet and aluminum gutters, variety North-South vulnerable.
things if plans go awry. By putting
split), saw no hope other than to Ron Kittle, actress Diane Keaton.
painting, roofing. Refer- upholstery call 753-5827. of colors. Licensed, inNORTH
ARIES (March 21-April 19): yourself in another's shoes, you will
develop two spade tricks. So at trick
Free
estimates. sured. Estimate
ences 759-1110.
•K 95 2
available.
two she led a low spade towards her Your personality is a big asset learn something valuable.
Emergency water removal. 759-4690.
•AQJ65
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22APPLIANCE REPAIRS:
hand and, after East followed low, today. Promoting a cheerier work
• 10
atmosphere will have many benefits. Dec.21): Keep some snacks on hand
Factory trained by 3 major LICENSED for electric and VCR REPAIR: Wood VCR
inserted the eight!
manufacturers. Most parts gas. 753-7203.
•K 8 3
This paid immediate dividends Your associates work harder when for drop-in visitors. The children in
Service Center, cleaningin stock, on my truck. All PLUMBING repaimmn
WEST
your neighborhood may require speEAST
when the eight forced the ace, but they feel part of the team.
with servicing $15; most repairs
work and parts warranted. same day service. Call $35. New location: Route 1, * A 7
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): cial attention. Woo clients and win
*Q1064
declarer
still
needed
another
trick.
Ask for Andy at The Ap- 436-5255
Almo. Open 9-12, 1-5, W 1$ 1098 3 2
w7 •
With the spades not breaking, it The time for hibernation is over! new friends with your charismatic
pliance Works, 753-2455
Mon.-Fri.; 753-0530.
•J 4 2
•AK 953 would seem that the contract must Reassess your priorities and get bet- personality.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
alaJ 10 2
WALTS Mobile Home Re- 464
fail, but Fischer found the answer. ter organized. Tact and patience are
pair. Soundproofing, rubSOUTH
She won West's club,return with key to solving an interpersonal con- 19): Other people's opinions probaber coating for roots, park* J 83
bly count more with you than you
the ace, crossed to the club king, flict.
ing lot sealing, flat roofs
GEMINI (May 2I-June 20): A like to admit. A romantic interlude
IF 4
cashed the heart ace and then ran
repaired: 502-436-2776.
• Q 8 76
the rest of her clubs. East elected to wonderful day for expressing your that takes place in an exotic setting
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
ita A Q 9 7 5
WINDOW TINTING. TOM
tome
down to the Q-10 ofspades and warmer emotions. Child-related will provide happy memories.
CUSTOM 11/000WOR10,40
GEERDES 502-443-294*. The bidding:
A-K-9
of diamonds as her last five concerns deserve immediate atten- " AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
AN Types Cl:
South West
North East
cards,
while South had the J-3 of tion. Encourage industrious teen- There coul4 be some jealousy or
Custom Woodworking
agers to apply for scholarships and rivalry among your•co-workers.
Pass
2• Pam
Pass
spades and Q-8-7 of diamonds.
Work on your own whenever possi2 NT
Pass
Assessing the situation perfectly, grants.
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
CANCER
(June
-July
22):
21
Updating your resume will help
ble.
Opening lead -ten of hearts.
Fischer
now
played the king and
'Drop by & see our showroom
This deal occurred in the 1991 another spade to East's queen. East Joint endeavors are favored now. If you focus on your strengths. ••
SOB SUNBURY MURRAY (Behind Bunny &We)
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
World Women'sTeam Championship did the bestshe could by exiting with the opposition is willing to compro753-5060
in the final-round match between the nine of diamonds, but declarer mise, you should do the same. Enthusiasm and optimism are the
the United States and Austria. Al- put up the queen and, when it held, Brothers and sisters could be helpful keys to progress now. Unexpected
in solving a family problem.
visitors could be part of the picture.
At:frontiers we requested though the Americana won the match
hod her ninth trick.
to check We first Manion
(July
Someone
The
LEO
23-Aug.
22):
who cancels a date could
handily, the deal produced a subNote
that if East held the Q-10-6
of ads lor wry error. The stantial gain for the
usual, familiar and long-accepted be doing you a favor!
Austrian
of
team.
spades
and
A-K
of
diamonds
as
her
Murray Ledger a Times will
The bidding shown took place last five cards, declarer would have may be under attack today. Stand up
Service on WI brands: window air conditioners be responsible tor only
refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers ONE INCORRECT INSER- when Austrians Terry Weigkricht countered by leading a diamond at
TODAY'S CHILDREN are intelligent, reliable and very fond of animicrowaves - dishwashers - gas & electric ranges.
TION. Any error should be and Doris Fischer held the North- trick nine. East would then have
mals.
In fact, they sometimes prefer their pets to human companions.
reported inarredassly so South cards. After WeigIcricht passed been forced to lead away from her
Factory Authorttod Repairs For:
Despite frequent complaints of feeling under the weather, these youngsters
corrosions con be rnade. West's opening weak two heart bid, queen of spades, and South's
jack usually enjoy rugged good health. Although positicni.and power are imporTapptm-KalviaatothEnteraon-Brown
CHECK YOUR AD =e- Fischer balanced with two notrump, would
have scored the game-going tant to these Capricorns, they are not willing to sacrifice family life to
lute and not* The Classi- indicating length in
the minor suite. trick.
'AI Repairs Are Guaranteed
fied Advenising Dep.
achieve-them. Gifted at striking a balance between home and work, they
North
raised
to
three
notrump, and
At the other table, the Austrian lead well-rounded, productive lives.
mem immodest* in cam
753-5341 or 753-1270
West
led
the
ten
of
hearts.
East played in two hearts,clowli two,
of an error
Fischer won the first heart with giving the Austrians. a net gain of
(To order., revised and opoinal copy of Jane Dion'a hem -selling hook "Yesterday. Today and Fore.,
dummy's jack and, with only seven 500 points, or II IMPs,on the deal. et How Astrology Can Help You Find Your Pleat NI God'. Plan.- send $R 95 plus SI postage and handling
to Down. cio Andrews and McMeel. P.O. Box 119130, Kansas City, Naaa 64141 Make chesks pasahle to
Andrews and McMeel
Tomorrow: A delicate defensive play.
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Like To Be A
Little Busier?
Put Yourself Here!
Gentry Painting Co.

753-7588 753-6952

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

762-1100

Wayne Higgins Backhoe Service

ALPHA BUILDERS
4894303
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Disposal
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Looking Back
Today is Monday. Jan. 4, the fourth day of 1993. There are 361
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Jan. 4, 1885, Dr. William W. Grant of Davenport, Iowa, performed what's believed to have been the first appendectomy. The
patient was fl-year-old Mary Gartside.
On this date:
In 1809, Louis Braille, inventor of a reading system for the blind,
was born in Coupvray, France.
In 1821, the first native-born American saint, Elizabeth Ann Sewn,
died in Emmitsburg, Md. ,
In 1896, Utah was admitted as the 45th state.
In 1965, poet TS. Eliot died in London at age 76.
In 1965, President Lyndon Johnson outlined the goals of his "Great
Society" in his State of the Union Address.
In 1974, President Nixon refused to hand over tape recordings and
documents subpoenaed by the Senate Watergate Committee.
Ift 1989, two U.S. Navy F-14 fighters shot down a pair of Libyan
MiG-23 fighters in a clash over international waters off the Libyan
COILSL

In 1990, Charles Stuart, who claimed to have been wounded and his
wife shot dead by a robber, leapt to his death off a Boston Harbor
bridge after he himself became a suspect in the crime.
Ten years ago: President Reagan was described by the White House
as firm about not reducing defense spending or raising taxes despite
fears by his top economic advisers that his policies could result in
huge deficits.
Five years ago: Drinking water began to dry up in Pittsburgh suburbs because of a massive diesel oil spill two days earlier that fouled
the Monongahela and Ohio Rivers.
One year ago: President Bush, visiting Singapore as part of a Pacific trade tour, announced plans to shift to Singapore the Navy logistics
command that was being evicted from the Philippines.
Today's Birthdays: Actre,ss Jane'Wyman is 79. Former CIA director
William E. Colby is 73. AClor Sorrell Booke is 63. Miami Dolphins
football coach Don Shula is 63. Former heavyweight boxing champion
Floyd Patterson is 58. Actress Dyan Cannon is 56. Opera singer Grace
Bumbry is 56. Maureen Reagan is 52.
Thought for Today: "Sometimes history takes things into its own
hands." — Former Supreme Court Justice Thurgood Marshall
(1908-).

Tea years ago
Murray Independent School
System has the right to levy and
to receive utility taxes within its
own district independent of Calloway County School System,
according to a ruling made by
Circuit Court Judge James Lassiter on Jan. 3.
Murray Police Chief Jerry Lee
and Calloway County Sheriff
David Balentine reported little
response to the county-wide New
Year's Eve transportaiton service
organized by local law enforcement officers and the County
Attorney's office.
Mrs. Lue Crete Suiter celebrated her 87th birthday on Dec.
5 with a party given by her children and grandchildren at West
View Nursing Home.
Mr. and Mrs. Holman Jones
were married for 50 years on
Dec. 24.

Twenty years ago
Kentucky Governor Wendell
Ford has appointed National
Resources Comissioner Thomas'
Harris to head a new Department
of Natural Resources and Environmental Protection.
The property assessment books
opened Jan. 2 for the purpose of
listing property for taxes for 1973
Lax year, according to Charles
Hale, property valuation
administrator.
Murray Civitan Club delivered
boxes of food to 50 needy families in Murray and Calloway
County. Pictured are Aubrey Willoughby, Joe Morton, Coffield
Vance, Rudy Bailey and Hoyt
Roberts.
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Harris
have had as their guests their
daughters and husbands, the Rev.
and Mrs. Larry Gilmore of Fort
Worth, Texas, and Mr. and Mrs.

Jimmy Stroud of Paducah.
Thirty years ago
The home of Mr. and Mrs.
Floyd Garland at Almo was
destroyed by fire on Dec. 30.
"The Sounds of Sacred Song
Superimposed" is the tide of the
new 12-inch long playing record
by Mrs. Robert Gerald Humphreys of Hodgenville. She is the
former Shirley Joyce Chiles,
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. H.C.
Chiles of Murray.
Kenlake Hotel closed Jan. 1
and will be reopened later in the
spring.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Leo Burma, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Jeffres, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Odell Williams, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Clayton Lamb, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Paul Sieveltson, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Jones and a

DEAR ABBY: You messed up big
when you told "Frustrated" she
needs- to "mature." She loves to
dance, but her fiance isn't much of a
dancer; she offered to pay for 10
dancing lessons, but he refused.)
I think she should postpone (or
cancel( their wedding until he
matures. If he won't do her this one
small favor, there will be bigger disappointments ahead if she marries
this selfish man. Abby.'please get
this in the paper fast before it's too
late.
AMY IN ALABAMA

DEAR AMY: I was inundated
with letters in protest of my
answer. Read on:
DEAR ABBY: What lousy advice
you gave "Frustrated." I was stupid
enough to believe that I could teach
my man to dance after we became
husband and wife. NOT! He
wouldn't even try,.
We attended dinner dances frequently as members of several organizations. While I was tapping my
toes to the rhythm of the dance
music, my husband sat there with a
stony-faced frown, hating every

minute of the evening after his belly
was full.
Have you ever dressed to the hilt
on New Year's Eve and sat watching everyone dancing and having a
good time, while you count the minutes befOre midnight so you can go
home? It's pure torture!
Have you ever taken a sevenhour car trip and couldn't turn on
the radio because even "elevator
music" gave .your husband a
headache? Well, I have, so now you
know why we aren't married any-.
more.
ANONYMOUS IN PEORIA

BLONDIE
I NEED TO
HES IN HIS
BORROW GAGS wOCIKSHOP
HACKSAW_
RIGHT NOW,

YIKES!!

14E1:2E3

DEAR ABBY: I am frustrated by
your advice to "Frustrated." Dancing is not the issue. Refusing even
to try in order to please her is. I
married a man who would not
engage in any of the activities I
most enjoyed. It was always a bone
tinifact(umritetyntttinca. wishhad
hopei
hads the
he
ll off. I
too late for "Frustrated." This time
you should have advised them to
both get counseling.
SAN DIEGO
DEAR ABBY: Your answer to
"Frustrated" missed the maxi.
Abby. this is not about dancing. It's
about compromise.
How many times in her married
life will she be required to attend
business functions and sporting
events that she has no interest in
attending?
And this selfish man can't even
take 10 dancing lessons to make her
happy? This marriage will never
work — and it won't be her fault.
ONE WHO KNOWS IN SEATTLE
DEAR ABBY: "Frustrated"
should use the money she offered to
spend on dancing lessons for her
fiance and treat him to a couple of
sessions with a psychiatrist. He
needs to know the real reason he
doesn't like to dance. It could be
symbolic of why he isn't comfortable
facing her — or getting close to her
— or enjoying doing something that
requires him to be in unison with
her.
Chances are, if he doesn't enjoy
dancing with his fiancee, he probably won't enjoy doing anything more
intimate with her.. Have! made
--myself clear. Abby?- • INSIGHTFUL IN CHICAGO

CALVIN and HOBBES
993 *ontoIon Dereamed

relatives in Middlesboro.

Dear Abby

Daily Comics
14A.R.RAR,
c
- .2_\
1-1AR

girl to Mr. and Mrs. James
McNair!.
-Forty years ago
The 1953 March of Dimes was
launched in Calloway County by
National Foundation for Infantile
Paralysis on Jan. 3 as several
dozen wolunteer workers prepared to collect funds to wipe out
the debt incurred by last year's
record polio epidemic and to gird
against the expected financial
demands of the coming months.
Novel McReynolds was elected
as chief of police for the City of
Murray by the Murray City
Council. He succeeds A.H. Webb
who recently resigned.
Nelda Marie Turner and Lt.
James. Lawrence Morrill Jr. were
married Dec. 26 at Murray
Woman's Club House.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Enix and
son, Gordon, have been visiting

1/••••••46 0•••• SM•Icale

I'M NOT GE111NG
UNTIL ITS AS WARM
OJT THERE AS IV IS
IN HERE

DEAR INSIGHTFUL: Yes.
Very.

Dr. Gott
CATHY
r I NEED MY
BEGINNING -Of DIET PICTURE
TAKEN AT THE
EXACT PEAK Of
MY FATNESS!

WAIT...
THE LI1TLE
LIGHT
ISN'T ON
YET!

HURRY! I'M
ALREADY LOSING
WEIGHT! TAKE
MY PICTURE BEFORE I LOSE APN
MORE WEIGHT!

THE
LIGHT
ISN'T ON!

THE
LlGHT
ISN'T ON!

•

ptcr SETBACK 41:
BATTERY TOO WEAK TO CAPTuRE ''BEFoRE" SHOT IA TIME.

SOMEONE BRING ME A DANISH
50 I CAN SIMULATE HOW I
LOOKED TEN MINUTES AGO!
ri

DEAR DR. GOTT: I'd like to know
more about ovarian cancer. Eight
months ago my sister was operated on
because of a large tumor on both ovaries. After chemotherapy she looks
and feels fine, yet keeps telling me
"God, Collings, I hate to start a Monday
she will be lucky if she has three years
left•to live What is your opinion?
with a case like this."
DEAR READER: I don't mean to
'SbUrfniegative, but ovarian cancer is
a serious problem from which the outcome is seldom favorable.
To begin with, it's difficult to diagnose because it is painless in its early
stages Therefore, ovarian carcinoma
of ten grows quite large and spreads to
other abdominal organs before it is
Answer to Previous Puzzle
ACROSS
43 — Angeles
detected.
44 Pay attention
i Hiatus
MAME
Second, there are no tests for this
"War and —" 45 Japanese
specific cancer, as there are for, say,
drama
O REL
9 Fruit seed
prostate cancer The tumor is usually
47 Back of neck
DI A L
12 Rubber tree
49 Manage
discovered by accident during a rou13 Try; attempt
EADS
FATH
53 Meet
tine pelvic examination, when the gy14 High card
57 Be in debt
necologist feels the tumor
15 Longs for
58 Endures
ER
17 Tried
Third, as you know, the larger the
Anglo-Saxon
60
19 Newspaper
tumor (and the more extensively. it
L A PU
paragraph
has spread), the harder it is to treat.
BRIG
61 Tiny
21 R-U linkup
Thus,
therapy for ovarian cancer (surGot
up
62
22 Foray
MIR
63 Cat's toot
gery; t•arliation and drugs)is rarely ef25 Negative
AP LO
fective. At the time of diagnosis, the
27 Church part
REAP
cancer is usually too far advanced.
31 Sea eagle
E A
32 Causing
1 Jasmine of
Finally, even if the initial treatsudden fear
"A Different
ARTS
ment appears successful, small nests
34 Paid notice
World"
® 1993 United Feature Syndicate of cancer cells almost always evade
.35 Capuchin
2 Ginger —
therapy and continue to grow, necesmonkey
3 Split — soup
Hurricane
8
sitating
a cycle of treatments that are
Diving
bird
36
4 Strain for
centers
invariably debilitating.
Extinct
20
37 Silver symbol
breath
9 Stroke
Lam glad your sister responded satflightless
38 Ailment;
5 Vital
10 Frozen water
isfactorily to chemotherapy. Perhaps
bird
distemper
6 Equally
11 Spread for
41 Anger
she will be one of the few fortunate
22 Respond
7 Household
drying
42 Woody plant
23 Enthusiasm
pet
patients who can be considered
16 Free
26
4 At home
"cured." In any case. I admire her at18 Stern
titude of cautious realisM. She seems
negotiates
D3ais
to be addressing the problem head-on,
28 Greek better
with great courage.
29'Trap
DEAR DR GOTT A friend swears
on
Urged
11
30
10
9
1
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"Pont you remember?"
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an expedition,and
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Health Matters

Be a Hero. Save a Life.
Donate Blood Regularly.

J

anuary is National
Blood Donor Month
and Murray-Calloway
County Hospital wants to thank
All those who support the local
blood supply through regular
donations.
Blood is one thing no
one can make or replace in a
laboratory; it comes from people
and it can't help others until it's
given.
Remember, there is no
way to contract AIDS from
donating blood! All of the
materials used come from the
manufacturer sterile until the
seals are broken in your
presence when we prepare for
the draw. Immediately after the
blood drawing is finished, the
needle is disposed of in a
hazardous materials container.
The Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Blood Bank complies
with all standards set by the
AABB and FDA.
Regular hours at the
MCCH Blood Bank Donor
Center are Monday through
Friday, 7 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
"We've added hours to
accommodate the people who
work during our regular hours.
Now, we're open one Saturday
each month; this month we're
optn Sat., Jan. 9," Hale adds.
"Call (502)762-1119 for
an appointment. You'll feel
good about the one hour it
takes to extend the hope of life
to someone in need."

e

Give for Yourself
or Others

•

b•

Since the development
of AIDS, autologus donations
have risen dramatically. An
autologus donation is simply
someone.giving their own blood
for an upcoming elective
surgery. Once a week for three
Of four weeks, the patient comes
to the blood bank and donates a
unit of his/her own blood which
is labeled, tested like a normal
donation and stored until the
patient's surgery.

we test it but we also track it.
The autologous blood is
After each unit is donated, it is
crossmatched prior to surgery as
tested for many. things. If
is any other blood. This must be
requested by the patient's doctor anything shows positive -- even
if it's a false positive -- we do
and the patient must have an
not use that specific unit.
adequate hemoglobin ,blood
'When a unit of blood
pressure, pulse, temperature and
is used in any transfusion, I
medical history before this can
send a follow-up inquiry two
be done.
weeks after the transfusion to
Many times however,
the patient's doctor to sec if the
patients cannot be drawn
-patient developed anything that
because they have answered
could be linked to the blood
"Yes" to just one of the
supply. I send similar inquires at
questions we are required to
three months and six months as
ask. Then patients can have a
well to make sure our blood
friend from work, church or the
supply is safe. To date, no ./
neighborhood give blood for
physician has reported any
them if the blood types match.
health problems resulting from
This is known as directed
the hospital's blood supply."
donations.
It takes four days to
However, if not enough
process a unit of blood but it is
donors of the same'blood type
only good for 35 days. That's
can be found, other people who
why it's necessary to have a
qualify as healthy donors can
bank of faithful donors to give
give blood as a replacement for
once every eight weeks. This
the blood the patient will use
time frame is set by the
from the blood bank. This way,
American Association of Blood
the patient will not be charged
Banks (AAI313) and the Food
for any blood used.
If you use blood from
and Drug Administration (FDA).
the blood bank, it's a good
When blood expires, the blood,
feeling to know that not only
bag and tubing are all
incinerated together.
the blood is screened rigorously
but donors are asked many
"We've got to get more
questions to detect if they are at
people from the community
risk of carrying or-Zgcloping
donating on a regular basis. If .
AIDS, hepatitis, syphilis, or
the needed blood for an
malaria.
emergency is not on the blood
It's important for
bank shelf, it's over an hour
healthcare consumers to note
away and is brought to the
that anytime a positive shows up hospital by Kentucky highway
from hepatitis, syphilis, HIV,
Patrol," Hale admitted. Most
liver enzyme, etc., that unit of
blood donations are currently
blood is quarantined -- NOT
being drawn from individuals
USED -- but is retested. Results
participating in a Donor Group
are conveyed to the donor by
Program. This is an excellent
detailed letter explaining what is
way to cover you and your
positive and what it means.
spouse as well as you your
"We feel very confident
children, parents, and
about the blood supply here at
grandparents. Currently, blood
Murray-Calloway County
is expensive for each unit and
Hospital," Hale noted."We
'-accident victims often require
know it's safe not only because
many units. When you're in the

Miracte Moments
•

Miracle Moments is pleased to offer the petnatal
classes listed below. Pre-registration is required for all
classesand fees may be paid at thefirst class.
Theseclassesarepart ofa gift pacicagevalued at over
$200 which is given to Miracle Moments Prepayment
Plan participants.
If you would like to receive this valuable gilt package
and become a prepayment participant, stop by the
hospital admitting office for complete details about the
PrOgraM.
Ifyou are not a Miracle Moments Prepayment
participant, you are still welcomelo attend the classes at
the fees listed
For class information and pre-registration, call the
Perinatal Education Coordinator at
(302)762-1385.
Pre-register for
*Prepared ChikibIth Class($35)
Option 1: Mon.TVan.4, 11,18&25
Option 2: Thurs.,Jan. 7, 14,21 &28
7-9 p.m.
Hospital Education unit
*Cesarean Birth Class: Wed,oct 14, 7-9 pm($/5)
*Sibling aass:SaL,Jpri 16, 1011 am.(Free)
*Refresher Mon.,Jan. 11 & 18, 7-9pm ($10)
*Refresher It Thurs.,Jan. 14&21, 7-9pm ($10)
*Post-Partum Exercise Oass($17)
(Call(502) 762-1139 to schedule)
*Prenatal Nutrition ($10)
•Post-Partum Weight Loss Class($15)
Six weeks alter you'vehad your baby or
alter you'ue stcpped breast feeding, you
can safely begin the three week postpartum weight loss class. Theclass is
taught by registered dietitians at the
hospital. Call(502) 762-1533 to schedule.
*Miracle Moments Maternity Unit Tour(Free)
*Miracle Moments f•letosletter(Free)
*Miracle Moments Booklet (Free)

We Lend Support
Alzheimer's Disease information
Education Abating
Tuesday,January 12
"Alzhelmer's and Its Relation to Neurology"
By Dr. John Gustafson, Neurologist at MCCH
Support Group Maedng
TUsachly,January 26
410)p.m
Hospital Board Room
For Information about Alzheimers Disease
meetings,contact Cindy Ragsdale,(502)
762-1100 or Joretta Randoph,(502)753-5561.
Cardiac Support Group
Tuesday,January 12
"Open DiealS91011"
By Rebecca Noftsinger, RD.at MCCH
Hospital Board Room
10 am
Contact Shirley Larrb,(502)762-1170.
Laryngectornee Support aroup
Friday,January 8
400 pm
Hospital Privets Dining Room
Contact Mn Ingle. RN, or Dixie Hopkins,
speech pathologist,(502)762-1100.
Parkinson's Support CirOilp
FrIchry, January 22
4110 p.m.
Hospital Private Dining Room
Call Dixie Hopkins, speech pathologist or
Ann Ingle, R.N., at(502)762-1100
Compassionate Friends
'Thursday, January 28
fIM
Hospital Board Room
Contact Rebecca Chuith (502)762-1274
or Hida Bennett (901)498-8324
Ilateavernant Support Oros.
Every Wednesday
910-11 am,
Hospice Mork 3rd Floor
Contact Nancy Rose, Hospce Director,
(502) 762 1389

donor group program. the
blood itself is free for everyone
covered and the patient is only
charged for the processing and
cros..smatching.
The size of the group
does not matter. A four person
business could become a
group. They would have to
give one unit of blood each
year to participate in the
program and keep all four
people and their families
covered for free blood.
On an individual basis,
if a person gives at least once
pet year, they and their family
are covered for that year.
Donors must be at least 18
years-of age or 17 with parental
consent, weigh more than 110
pounds and report any
medications currently being
taken.
With businesses, we
take the total number of
employees and divide by four
and this is their quota (required
number of units donated).
Again if they reach their quota
in that calendar year, every
employee and immediate family
member is covered.
With churches, we take
the total number of members,
divide by four that is our
number of families and then
divide by four again and this is
approximately one person from
each family who is expected to
donate. lithe church reaches

this number, the entire church
locked at all tint& -- opened
membership is covered for that
only by the blood bank recruiter
calendar year:
and technical laboratory -staff to
Each donor must
file or retrieve information_ No
acknowledge in writing that
other healthcare workers have
they understand that giving false access to these files.
information is a Class I) felony.
The questions may seem
very
personal,
yet if you are the
After you've met all the
one
receiving
the
blood, you
requirements, answered all the
want
to
know
that
someone
questions and know you're not
screened
the
donor
for your
at risk of contaminating some
safety.
Together
we
can reduce
one else's blood, why not
The
risk
of
contracting
AIDS
become a regular blood donor
through
preventative
measures.
and make our local blood
A safe bliiod supply
supply a safe one.
depends
on caring people like
When you answer the
you.
'rake
a few minutes to see
questions at the blood bank,
if
you
have
what it takes to.save
your answers are filed confisomeone's
life
-- healthy blood.
dentially in a file cabinet that is
•

Members of our blood donor group coverage
program are:
took of Murray
trigp and Stratton
Calloway Comity High School
First Baptist Church
First Christian Chinch
First Methodist
Fisher Price
Glendale Church of Christ
Gashes Methodist Church
HT Marketing
Basel Volunteer Fire Department
Hodge, Noel & Assoc.
Independence Church of Christ
Kirksey Methodist

Lion's Club
Locust Grove
Memorial Baptist Church
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Murray State University Custodians
MSU Student Financial Aid Office
Murray Police Department
National Guard
New Life Christian Center
Poplar Springs Baptist Church
St. Leo's Catholic Church
University Church of Christ
Wal-Mart
West Ky. Independent Bikers

/-1
:
-V3
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The Murray-Calloway County
Hospital's Health Express will be
offering blood pressure, pulse,
vision, and glaucoma screenings at
all of its stops during the month of
January.
For $4, you can purchase a stool
for Occult Blood Screening Kit to
detect blood in the stool.
Monday, January 4
Murray
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
8:30-11:30 a.m. & 12:30-3 p.m.
Tuesday, January 5
Puryear
Community Center
8:30-11:30 a.m.
Jane's Mills
Rainey's Grocery
1-3 p.m.
Wednesday, January 6
Murray
134191Y Wiggly
9-11:30 a.m. & 12:30-3 p.m.
Thursday, January 7
Aurora
Kenlake State Park
10 a.m.-12 noon & 1-3 p.m.
Monday, January 11
Camden
Wal-Mart
9-11:30 a.m. & 12:30-2 p.m.
Tuesday, January 12
Dover, TN
Uncle Joe's Discount Store
§-11:30 a.m. & 12:30-2:30 p.m.
Wednesday, January 1$
Aurora
Lakeland Wesley Village
9-11:30 a.m.
Aurora
.
Hal
agton's On Stop
.ne
12: , -3 p.m.

Thu

y, January 14
Murray
Weak's Communi6f Center
Inside: 9-11:30 a.m.
Outside: 12:30-3 p.m.

Tuesday, January 19
Dexter
Senior Citizen Center
9-11:30
Hardin
Public Library
1-3 p.m.
Wednesday, January 20
Murray
Olympic Plaza
8:30-11:30 a.m. & 12:30-3 p.m.
Thursday, January 21
Mayfield
Senior Citizen Center
10 a.m. -1 p.m.

Monday, January 25
Paris
Wal-Mart
9-11:30 a.m. & 12:30-3 p.m.
Tuesday, January 26
Water Valley
Water Valley Ceramics
9-11 a.m.
Pilot Oaks'
Pilot Oaks Grocery
12:30-2:30 p.m.
Thursday, January 28
Murray
Court Square
8:30-11:30 a.m. & 12:30-3 p.m.

In KY dial: 1-800-342-MCCH
In TN dial: 1-800-544-MCCH
For Your FREE Physician Directory
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